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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Thousands of state and county bridges in Oklahoma are supported by timber piles. 

Many of these timber piles are exposed to weathering over extended periods of time, thus 

they are subject to deterioration, caused by the attack of decay fungi . Fig. 1.1 shows 

typical decayed timber piles still in service. Many of these bridges are in need of 

restoration. Conventional repair methods involve supporting the bridges with falsework 

jacking and replacing the decayed timber piles. These processes are usually time 

consuming and costly. Therefore, the development of new timber pile repair techniques 

will be beneficial. 

FIG. 1.1. Decayed Timber Piles in Service 



1.2 Problems of Wood Deterioration 

Wood deterioration adversely alters the material properties of the wood. 

Therefore, the wood must be protected to ensure adequate performance. The decay fungi 

degrade the wood and decrease its strength. In order for decay fungi to survive, it requires 

oxygen, free water, temperature ranging between 0°C and about 43°C, and an adequate 

food source, which is generally the wood itself. Each of the elements must be present for 

deterioration to occur. Moisture content is a major factor in determining the degree of 

deterioration and the decay rate of the wood. The continuous changing of the moisture 

conditions enhances the growth of decay fungi. When water enters the wood, the wood 

swells and collects water in its cell cavities. This provides a favorable environment for 

decay fungi to grow. Conversely, when the wood is dry, it has the tendency to shrink. 

Shrinkage causes splits to form. Splits provide a pathway for decay fungi to penetrate 

into the core of the timber. Once inside, decay fungi breakdown the wood's composition, 

this consequently results in losses in strength. 

1.3 Objectives 

The objective of this study was to develop and evaluate cost effective repair 

techniques for the existing decayed timber piles supporting thousands of bridges in 

Oklahoma. Previously, timber piles that suffered from significant deterioration were 

required to be extracted and replaced. The results of this research provides adequate 

information to determine if the developed timber pile repair techniques are feasible to 

restore the degraded mechanical properties and therefore substitute the conventional 

method of extracting and replacing the piles. 
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1.4 Scope of Experimental Work 

1. Smaller pile sizes were used in the fabrication of the laboratory tested timber piles 

to offset the limitation on the capacity of the testing equipment available. 

11. Testing was done only on two specimens per repair technique. 
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CHAPTER2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

2.1 Development of Epoxy Repair 

The first reported study on epoxy use for timber repair was presented by A vent et 

al. ( 1976). The epoxy repair method on wood appeared to be very successful in terms of 

rehabilitating the bolted timber connections on timber trusses. Prototypes of the truss 

joint were fabricated for testing. Avent et al. ( 1978) later applied the epoxy repair method 

developed previously on full-scale timber trusses. Newly fabricated timber trusses were 

tested experimentally to provide relative comparisons to the epoxy-repaired trusses. The 

epoxy repair method was found feasible to restore decayed timber truss joints. It was 

proven to be more economical than the conventional procedures of member replacing, 

stitch bolting, clamping and banding. Avent (1986) classified the epoxy repair into six 

basic categories presented in Table 2.1, in which type A denoted structural repair, and 

type B denoted semi structural repair. 

TABLE 2.1. Basic types of epoxy repairs ( courtesy of: Avent 1986) 
Repair TYPe Description 

A-1 Epoxy injection of cracked and split members at truss joints 
A-2 Epoxy injection and reinforcement of decayed wood 
A-3 Splicing and epoxy injection of broken members 
A-4 Epoxy injection of delaminated beams 

B-1 

B-2 

Epoxy injection of longitudinal cracks and splits in truss members 
away from joints 
Repair of bearing surfaces using epoxy gel 
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Basic steps required for epoxy repair method consisted of member preparations, 

joint sealing, injection and finishing. Avent (1986) also demonstrated the factors that 

influenced the bond strength of epoxy-injected structures. Shear block tests according to 

the ASTM Standard D905-98 (ASTM 1998) were performed to determine the bond 

strength provided after the repair. The tests indicated that the epoxy repair overcame the 

effects of aging and glue line stress on the timber. The repair method has successfully 

restored the strength and integrity of the timber structures. A vent ( 1986) claimed that the 

allowable stresses after repair depends on the wood species, grain orientation, allowable 

wood shear stress, and lap length to member thickness ratio. The most useful and 

practical approach to compute the strength of the repaired timber was based on the 

computation of the average shear stress ,which is the ratio of the axial tension or 

compression force of the member over the contacted surface area. 

The epoxy repair method was not only able to restore severely decayed and 

weathered timber structures, but also capable of resisting the future effects of weathering. 

A vent ( 1985) exposed decay free epoxy-repaired structures to weathering. The epoxy 

repair method responded well mechanically and also resisted decay. 

Avent ( 1986) only developed a rational design approach for epoxy-repaired 

timber structures instead of a model to estimate the strength of the structures. No 

specifications with design criteria or allowable stresses for epoxy repairs were developed. 

The review on the epoxy repair method only reveals little on the way of accurately 

determining the design values for the repaired structures. The repair techniques were 

being utilized without the benefit of in depth engineering analysis. 
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2.2 Fiber-reinforced Polymer (FRP) 

Fiber-reinforced polymer, also known as FRP has been widely used in 

strengthening concrete structures in recent years. FRP sheets are used in rehabilitation of 

reinforced concrete structures because of their easy on site installation, great geometrical 

flexibility, high strength-to-weight ration, good durability, fatigue resistance, and low 

creep (Hollaway and Leeming 1999). 

FRP replaced the functions of steel reinforcement in conventional reinforced 

concrete. Under uniaxial compression, concrete will expand normal to the loading 

direction due to the Poisson's effect and cracking. Mirmiran and Shahawy ( 1997) 

revealed that the steel transverse reinforcement only delayed the radial expansion of the 

concrete, instead of preventing it due to its yielding resulting from high radial strain. 

Alternatively, Davol et al. (2001) indicated that triaxial compression for the concrete core 

could be initiated by providing FRP shell as a confinement agent. The presence oftriaxial 

pressure throughout the loading can prevent the radial expansion from occurring. 

Testing has been carried out by Mirmiran and Shahawy (1997) and Davol et al. 

(2001) to extensively investigate and quantify the behavior and performance of the 

combination of concrete and FRP shells. Similar conclusions were drawn in which the 

application ofFRP shells developed significant strength and ductility enhancement, and 

held back the dilation rate of the concrete core much effectively than transverse steel 

reinforcement. Transversely-oriented fiber reinforcement provided confinement and 

resisted the volume expansion of the concrete core. It led to a low Poisson's effect, and 

the concrete core was well confined. The dilation rate and tangent modulus could be 

determined by using an incremental elastic equation developed by Davol et al. (2001 ). 
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Samaan ( 1998) corroborated the contribution of FRP shells by integrating their 

applications to concrete columns. The presence of FRP shells significantly improved the 

strength and ductility of concrete columns as illustrated previously. Samaan et al. (1998) 

concluded that the composite did not provide much strength or ductility to the structure 

when the fiber oriented away from the hoop direction. 

Full-scale experimental testing was performed by Davol et al. (2001) to establish 

the flexural strength of concrete-filled FRP shells. These tests indicated that the circular 

FRP shells experienced local buckling on the compression side of the shell. A similar 

study in evaluating the increase in flexural strength of reinforced concrete beams after 

wrapping them with fiber fabrics was presented by GangaRao and Vijay (1998). The 

FRP-modified beams were evaluated in terms of strength, stiffness, compositeness 

between wrap and concrete, and associated failure modes. GangaRao and Vijay (1998) 

concluded that the application of fiber fabric easily improved the structural performance 

of the concrete structures. The effect of various wrapping configurations, i.e. longitudinal 

and transverse oriented fiber fabric did not make a substantial difference in their 

capacities. However the longitudinal reinforcement definitely increased the moment 

capacity of the beams. Strength and stiffness properties of the fiber reinforcement 

resulted in improved performance of rehabilitated concrete members, but only when other 

failure modes, i.e. shear failure or bond failure do not interfere. Conversely, Davol et al. 

(2001) did not include any application oflongitudinal fiber reinforcement in their 

experiments; the specimens used in flexural tests were reinforced exclusively in the hoop 

direction. 
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Models to predict the stresses and strains in both longitudinal and hoop directions 

for the FRP shells were developed by Davol et al. (2001). Based on the assumption of the 

linear elastic nature of the FRP shells, the pressure applied to the concrete core is directly 

proportional to the radial expansion of the confined core. Other related documents such 

as Hoppel et al. (1994) illustrated the concept of quantifying the hoop strain of the shell, 

the confining pressure, and the axial stress in the concrete by using a Hooke's law 

relation. 

Mirmiran and Shahawy ( 1997) questioned the feasibility of the confinement 

model developed for unconventional reinforced FRP shells. Samaan et al. (1998) also 

agreed that the model may not be conservative, since it has underestimated the ultimate 

strains of the composite. These models failed to predict the behavior ofFRP-confined 

concrete, mainly because of its stiffness under restrain condition. Samaan et al. ( 1998) 

indicated that behavior of these columns has not yet been captured with proper analytical 

tools. 

2.3 Significance of Bond Strength in Failure 

The capacity of beams strengthened with FRP plates normally depend heavily on 

the bonding between the plates and the structures. When delamination occurred, the FRP 

plate debonded from the structure and subsequently the load capacity was reduced 

tremendously and followed by brittle failure. Aprile et al. (2001) applied a numerical 

displacement model based fiber frame element with bond slip between beams and FRP 

plates. The model predicts the beam loading capacity and failure mode due to 

decomposition of materials. It was originally developed by Spacone and Limkatanyu 
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(2000) to establish the bond stresses that develop at the plate-to-beam interface. Fourteen 

reinforced concrete beams were built and loaded to failure. FRP plates were bonded at 

the tension and the compression face of the beams tested in four-point bending. The tests 

were perfom1ed to determine the maximum bond value at the interface. Sebastian (2001) 

also conducted testing on large-scale FRP-plated concrete beams in four-point bending. 

De lamination of the fiber-reinforced polymer plate from the cover concrete due to the 

debonding of the adhesive was observed. Large-scale specimens were chosen to eliminate 

the occurrence of premature shear failure. Aprile et al. (2001) concluded that the ultimate 

failure condition for the beams was initiated by the debonding of the FRP plates under 

the loading points. The maximum flexural capacity of the beam was unable to be 

determined due to premature bond failure. Meanwhile, the specimens for Sebastian 

(200 I) all experienced debonding at midspan when loaded to failure. 

Aprile et al. (2001) added that failure of strengthened concrete beams was 

initiated by plate delan1ination. The FRP-plated reinforced concrete beams showed a 

brittle response because the response was dominated by the elastic behavior of the plates. 

Sebastian (2001) discovered that elementary beam formula for the plate-to-beam shear 

bond stress and the elementary beam theory for bending are not applicable in the analysis 

of the FRP-plated beams, because the assumption of full strain compatibility between the 

plate and the beam does not stand. Therefore, the development of an advanced non-linear 

finite elements analysis of the debonding phenomenon is necessary. Brooks and 

Choudhury (2002) demonstrated that surface geometry such as roughness and friction is 

the key to increase interfacial strength of the composite. The better the mechanical 

interlock between the two constituents, the higher the bonding strength it provides. 
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CHAPTER3 

MATERIALS AND SPECil\1EN FABRICATION 

3.1 Materials 

Throughout this research project, a variety of materials were used in the 

fabrication process of the laboratory repaired timber piles. The data sheets for all 

materials are presented in Appendix B. These materials include: 

1. Sikadur® 30 

Sikadur 30 is a two-component, high-strength, high modulus structural epoxy 

paste adhesive. It works as a binder for mortar patching the timber piles. It was applied to 

the timber pile outer shells to seal all cracks and voids. This prevented any leakage during 

core repairing. 

11. SikaWrap® Hex IOOG 

Sika Wrap Hex 1 OOG is a unidirectional glass fiber fabric. It was embedded in 

epoxy to produce fiberglass, which was used to strengthen structural elements and 

provide material confinement. 
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111. Sikadur® Hex 300 

Sikadur Hex 300 is a two-component, high strength, high modulus epoxy. It is an 

impregnating resin for Sika Wrap structural strengthening system. It was used as a 

binding agent for Sika Wrap Hex 1 OOG in this research project. 

1v. Unitex® PRO-POXY 100 

Unitex Pro-Poxy I 00 is a two-component, low viscosity, high strength injection 

resin. It was used to fill the hollow core of the timber piles. 

v. No.6 Aggregate and Pea Gravel Mixture 

The aggregate mixture used to fill the decayed cores was composed of equal 

volume ofNo.6 Aggregate and pea gravel. The No.6 Aggregate was required to meet 

subsection 703.02 in AASHTO Standard Specification (1996). The gradation of No.6 

Aggregate and pea gravel is provided in Table 3.1. These graded aggregates were 

unifonnly blended to create approximately 35 percent of void space to be filled by 

injection resin. The use of the aggregate mixture decreases the exothermal problem that 

occurs while the injection resin is curing within the wood cores. 

TABLE 3.1. Gradation of No.6 Aggregate and Pea Gravel 

Sieve Size 
3/4 in. 
1/2 in. 
3/8 in. 
No.4 
No.8 
No.IO 

No. 6 Aggregate Pea Gravel 

100 
45-55 

0 

11 

Percent Passing 

100 
81.1 
1.9 
0.8 



3.2 Specimen Fabrication 

Seven epoxy-aggregate cylinders and sixteen laboratory repaired timber piles 

were fabricated for testing and evaluation of the timber pile repair techniques. Specimens 

with different reinforcement configurations were prepared during the course of 

fab rication. 

3.2.1 Laboratory Fabricated Cylinders 

Aggregate and epoxy were used to fill the voids within the decayed timber piles. 

Therefore, it was necessary to understand the behavior and the strength of these materials 

performing as a composite under loading. 4-in. diameter by 8-in. long plastic cylindrical 

forms were used to replicate the core of the actual laboratory repaired timber pile. The 

plastic forms were filled with aggregate mixture, followed by the injection of low 

viscosity epoxy resin. The injection process is shown in Fig. 3.1. An injection pressure of 

25 psi was used. The epoxy-aggregate cylinders as shown in Fig. 3.2 were cut and 

inspected. The 25 psi injection pressure was sufficient to fill the voids. 

FIG. 3.1. Injection of Low Viscosity Epoxy Resin 
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A total of seven epoxy-aggregate cylinders were fabricated and tested 

experimentally in compression. Four cylinders were reinforced by fiberglass. Two of 

them were wrapped transversely to their length, and the other two were wrapped in both 

transverse and longitudinal directions. The remaining three cylinders were remained 

unreinforced as shown in Fig. 3.2. 

·-
FIG. 3.2. Unreinforced Laboratory Fabricated Cylinder 

3.2.2 Field Repaired Timber Piles 

Eleven decayed timber piles supporting the bridge on SH-5 over tributary of 

Brush Creek in Cotton County, OK were repaired in place using a new timber pile repair 

technique. This repair technique consisted of filling the voids in the timber piles with 

aggregate and epoxy, and reinforcing the timber piles with fiberglass positioned 

transversely to the full exposed length of the pile with 6-in. of overlaps. The repair 

procedures of the field repaired timber piles were demonstrated by ODOT. The detailed 

repair specification is presented in Appendix A. One of the field repaired timber piles 

was extracted from the Cotton County Bridge. It was tested experimentally for 
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compressive strength in the Civil Engineering Laboratory at Oklahoma State University, 

Stillwater as shown in Fig. 3.3. 

FIG. 3.3. Field Repaired Timber Pile 

3.2.3 Laboratory Repaired Timber Piles 

Four highly deteriorated timber piles were extracted from a Payne County, OK 

Bridge and selected as the raw materials for the evaluation and development of repair 

techniques. Three basic repair techniques were formulated in this study: 

1. The decayed areas of the timber piles were removed. The internal cavities of 

the timber piles were replaced by aggregate and epoxy. 

11. In addition to the repaired core, the timber piles were reinforced by transverse 

fiberglass reinforcement to withstand compression loading and provide 

material confinement. 
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111. In addition to the repaired core and transverse fiberglass reinforcement, 

longitudinal fiberglass reinforcement was introduced into the fabrication of 

the specimens. Longitudinal fiberglass reinforcement was expected to 

improve flexural capacity of the laboratory repaired timber piles. 

The orientations of fiberglass reinforcement used in the fabrication of test 

specimens are depicted schematically in Fig. 3.4. 

FIG. 3.4. Orientations of Fiberglass Reinforcement 

The basic procedures to fabricate test specimens can be summarized in five major 

steps: 

1. Pile preparation 

The timber piles were then cut into eight 2-ft long segments for compression 

testing and eight 3-ft long segments for flexural testing. The pile segments were 
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sandblasted to thoroughly remove all the dirt and debris from the surfaces to achieve an 

efficient bonding between the wood and the fiberglass. 

11. Wood core drilling 

A 4-in. diameter hole was drilled along the center of every pile segment to 

replicate the decayed core of a timber pile. 

u1. Fiberglass wrapping 

Eight timber pile segments were reinforced with fiberglass. The pile segments 

were attached to plywood bases to provide stability and support during fabrication. The 

exterior of the piles were coated with epoxy mortar to seal cracks and voids as shown in 

Fig. 3.5. The hardened mortar prevented leaks during epoxy injection, and restored the 

bonding between separated wood sections. 

FIG. 3.5. Application of Epoxy Mortar Coating on Laboratory Repaired 
Timber Piles 
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The fiberglass was applied to the pile segments after the epoxy mortar coating 

cured. The reinforced pile segments were wrapped in two plies of :fiberglass with a 6-in. 

overlay. The circumference was measured to determine the dimensions of the glass fiber 

fabric required for each pile segment. Impregnating resin was applied to the exterior of 

the pile segments before application of the glass fiber. The glass fiber fabric was fully 

saturated in resin before wrapping. Air voids trapped between the fiberglass and the piles 

were released by using a roller. Longitudinal oriented fiberglass was placed prior to the 

transverse oriented fiberglass when the pile segments were reinforced in both directions. 

The resin was allowed to cure before further handling. All pile segments were inspected 

for air voids after the resin hardened. 

1v. Aggregate and epoxy injection 

Mixture of No. 6 aggregate and pea gravel was placed into the hollow core and 

low viscosity injection resin was pressure injected into the remaining void space inside 

the core of the timber piles. The injection ports were placed at the plywood base and at 

the quarter points along the pile length. The typical setup for epoxy injection is shown in 

Fig. 3.6. Injection resin was injected starting from the bottom port proceeding upward. 

The same injection pressure of 25 psi as for the laboratory fabricated cylinders was used, 

assuming it was adequate to fill all the voids in the wood core. The injection ports were 

securely sealed after the injection. 
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FIG. 3.6. Typical Setup of Epoxy Injection for Laboratory Repaired Timber 
Piles 

v. Finishing 

The repaired timber piles were set aside for at least fourteen days to allow the 

epoxy to cure to its full strength. After curing, the injection ports and the plywood bases 

were removed from the piles. Both ends of the pile segments were machined parallel to 

each other and perpendicular to the pile length. 
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CHAPTER4 

LABORATORY TESTING PROCEDURES 

The testing for the laboratory repaired timber piles, laboratory fabricated 

cylinders and field repaired timber piles was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of 

the repair techniques. Table 4.1 and 4.2 list the laboratory testing performed. 

TABLE 4.1. Summar! of Com~ression Tests 
Test Seecimen Pile No. Length (in.) Dia. (in.) 
Compression Laboratorr Reeaired Timber Piles 

Control Specimen AS 24 9.85 
Bl 24 9.10 

Repaired Core A4 24 9.60 
B2 24 9.50 

Repaired Core with Transverse Al 24 9.35 
Fiberglass Reinforcement A2 24 9.50 
Repaired Core with Transverse and A3 24 9.50 
Longitudinal Fiberglass Reinforcement B3 24 9.40 
Laboratorr Fabricated Crlinders 
Unreinforced 1 8 4.00 

2 8 4.00 
3 8 4.00 

Transverse Fiberglass Reinforced 4 8 4.00 
5 8 4.00 

Transverse and Longitudinal Fiberglass 6 8 4.00 
Reinforced 7 8 4.00 
Field Reeaired Timber Piles 
Repaired Core with Transverse I 12 12.00 
Fiberglass Reinforcement 2 12 12.00 
Repaired Core Only 3 12 12.00 
Solid Wood Core with Transverse 4 12 12.00 
Reinforcement 
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Test 
Bending 

TABLE 4.2. Summary of Flexural Tests 
Specimen 
Laboratory Repaired Timber Piles 
Control Specimen 

Repaired Core 

Repaired Core with Transverse 
Fiberglass Reinforcement 
Repaired Core with Transverse and 
Longitudinal Fiberglass Reinforcement 

20 

Pile No. Length (in.) Dia. (in.) 

C3 
D3 
C4 
D4 
C2 
D2 
Cl 
DI 

36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 

9.25 
8.60 
8.50 
8.75 
9.00 
8.50 
9.75 
8.50 



4.1 Compression Tests for Laboratory Fabricated Cylinders 

No. 6 aggregate, pea gravel and epoxy were used to fill the voids within the 

decayed timber piles. Therefore, it was necessary to understand the behavior and the 

strength of these materials performing as a composite under loading. The laboratory

fabricated cylinders were tested in a Tinius Olsen universal testing machine with a 

capacity of 300 kip. A digital dial gauge was used to measure the crosshead 

displacements while the cylinders were loaded to failure. The typical setup of the cylinder 

compression test is shown in Fig. 4.1. Stresses were determined from the load

displacement data with the assumption of elastic characteristics of the specimens. 

FIG. 4.1. Typical Setup for Compression Testing of Laboratory Fabricated 
Cylinders 
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4.2 Compression Tests for Laboratory and Field Repaired Timber Piles 

Repaired timber piles were tested in compression to evaluate the effectiveness of 

their repair techniques. Field repaired timber piles were tested to determine their axial 

compression load capacity and predict in-field perfom1ance. Compression tests were 

performed using a 600 kip MTS hydraulic load frame. Fig. 4.2 shows a typical 

compression test setup. The specimens were placed in the load frame and centered to the 

bearing plates. The load frame was operated in stroke control with a testing rate of 0.10 

in. per minute to achieve maximum load in approximately IO minutes. Testing was 

perfom1ed until the specimen failed, or until the load fran1e reached its capacity of 600 

kips. 

FIG. 4.2. Typical Setup for Compression Testing of Laboratory Repaired Timber 
Piles 
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4.3 Flexural Tests for Laboratory Repaired Timber Piles 

Timber piles can be subject to loading that causes bending. Therefore, it is 

necessary to perfonn flexural testing on the repaired timber piles. The flexural testing 

was performed on eight 3-ft specimens with a span to depth ratio of about 4: 1 using a 300 

kip Tinius Olsen universal testing machine. A typical bending test setup is shown in Fig. 

4.3. Four-point bending was used on all bending specimens as depicted schematically in 

Fig. 4.4. A digital dial gauge was used to measure the crosshead displacements while the 

specimens were loaded to their ultimate capacities. 

FIG. 4.3. Typical Setup for Flexural Testing of Laboratory Repaired Timber Piles 
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FIG. 4.4. Four-point Flexure for Bending Specimens 
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CHAPTERS 

TEST RESULTS 

5.1 Compression Test Results for Laboratory Fabricated Cylinders 

The test results of the cylinders tested in compression are presented in Table 5.1. 

These results provide a basic understanding of the behaviors and failure mechanisms of 

each repair technique. 

TABLE 5.1. Summary of Compression Test Results for Epoxy-aggregate Cylinders 

Specimen 

Unreinforced 

Transverse Fiberglass 
Reinforced 

Transverse and Longitudinal 
Fiberglass Reinforced 

No. 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Max. Max. Avg. 
Loading Compressive Compressive 

(kips) Stress (psi) Stress (psi) % Increase 
96 7,600 

90 7,142 7,460 

96 7,639 

149 11,817 
12,722 +70 

171 13,628 

168 13,329 
13,727 +84 

178 14,125 
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5.1. l Unreinforced 

The unreinforced cylinders failed at an average maximum compressive stress of 

7460 psi. Fig. 5.1 shows the load versus displacement diagram for the unreinforced 

cylinders. All three cylinders underwent post-yielding displacement and experienced 

excessive spalling and splitting as shown in Fig. 5.2. Under axial compression, they 

expanded normal to the loading direction due to the Poisson's effect and splitting. 
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FIG. 5.1. Load-displacement Diagram for Unreinforced Laboratory Fabricated 
Cylinders 

FIG. 5.2. Compression Failure of Unreinforced Laboratory Fabricated Cylinders 
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5.1.2. Transverse Fiberglass Reinforced 

The presence of fiberglass reinforcement increased the compressive strength of 

the unreinforced cylinders by 70 percent. The load-displacement diagram for transversely 

reinforced cylinders is shown in Fig. 5.3. The stiffness of the specimens increased with 

the loading. The transverse reinforcement effectively controlled the radial expansion of 

the cylinders. The spalling of the unreinforced cylinders was replaced by the breaking of 

glass fibers as shown in Fig. 5.4. It was caused by the hoop stress acting on the fiberglass 

under compression loading. 
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FIG. 5.3. Load-displacement Diagram for Laboratory Fabricated Cylinders 
with Transverse Fiberglass Reinforcement 

FIG. 5.4. Compression Failure of Laboratory Fabricated Cylinders with 
Transverse Fiberglass Reinforcement 
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5.1.3 Transverse and Longitudinal Fiberglass Reinforced 

An 84 percent increase in compressive stress over unreinforced specimens was 

found when both transverse and longitudinal fiberglass reinforcement were used. Fig. 5.5 

shows the load vs. displacement diagram for cylinders with transverse and longitudinal 

reinforcement. The same failure phenomenon as the cylinders with only transverse 

fiberglass reinforcement was observed as shown in Fig. 5.3. Figure 5.6 shows the 

cylinders with transverse and longitudinal fiberglass reinforcement after they reached 

ultimate load. 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 

Displacement [in] 
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FIG. 5.5. Load-displacement Diagram for Laboratory Fabricated Cylinders 
with Transverse and Longitudinal Fiberglass Reinforcement 

FIG. 5.6. Compression Failure of Laboratory Fabricated Cylinders with 
Transverse and Longitudinal Fiberglass Reinforcement 
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5.2 Compression Test Results for Laboratory Repaired Timber Piles 

Compression failure varied within every different repair pile types. Table 5.2 is 

the summary of the test results for the laboratory repaired timber piles tested in 

compression. The specimens within the same repair pile type failed in the same manner 

and their maximum compressive stresses were mostly identical. 

TABLE 5.2. Summary of Com~ression Test Results for Laboratory Re~aired Piles 
Max. Max. Avg. 

Loading Compressive Compressive 
Specimen Pile No. (kips) Stress (psi) Stress (psi) % Increase 

Control Specimen 
AS 101 1,326 1,507 
Bl 110 1,687 

Repaired Core A4 206 2,850 
3,416 +127 

B2 282 3,981 
Repaired Core with Transverse Al 425 6,191 6,256 +317 
Fiberglass Reinforcement A2 448 6,320 
Repaired Core with Transverse 

A3 478 6,748 and Longitudinal Fiberglass 6,969 +365 
Reinforcement B3 499 7,190 
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5.2. l Control Specimen 

The control specimens failed at an average maximum compressive stress of 1507 

psi. The load versus displacement diagram for the control specimens is shown in Fig. 5.7. 

Both specimens fai led as the wood shell crushed as shown in Fig. 5.8. 
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FIG. 5.7. Load-displacement Diagram for Control Specimen 

FIG. 5.8. Failure of Control Specimen under Compression 
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5.2.2 Repaired Core 

The repaired core provided a 127 percent increase in compression strength over 

the control specimens. They failed at an average maximum compressive stress of 3416 

psi. The load versus displacement diagram is shown in Fig. 5.9. Both specimens 

experienced a similar failure as the control specimens. The wood shell spalled under 

loading. It caused the wood shell to separate from the core, followed by excessive 

splitting of the wood shell as shown in Fig. 5.10. 
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FIG. 5.9. Load-displacement Diagram for Core-repaired Timber Piles 

FIG. 5.10. Compression Failure of Core-repaired Timber Piles 
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5.2.3 Repaired Core with Transverse Fiberglass Reinforcement 

The specimens with repaired core and transverse reinforcement failed at an 

average compressive stress of 6256 psi. The transverse reinforcement improved the 

compressive strength of the unreinforced specimens by 317 percent. There was no sign of 

debonding between the wood shell and the repaired core. The load-displacement diagram 

shows in Fig. 5. 11 indicated a ductile failure while the specimens experienced post

yielding displacement. Rupture of the fiberglass reinforcement is shown in Fig. 5.12. 
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FIG. 5.11. Load-displacement Diagram for Core-repaired Timber Piles with 
Transverse Reinforcement 
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FIG. 5.12. Compression Failure of Core-repaired Timber Piles with Transverse 
Reinforcement 
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5.2.4 Repaired Core with Transverse and Longitudinal Fiberglass Reinforcement 

The piles with repaired core, and transverse and longitudinal fiberglass 

reinforcement displayed a behavior similar to the specimens with only transverse 

fiberglass reinforcement. The addition of the longitudinal fiberglass reinforcement 

provided a strength enhancement of 11 percent to the pre-existing transverse 

reinforcement. Fig. 5.13 shows the load versus displacement for the specimens. The hoop 

stress acting against the fiberglass caused peeling of the fiber all around the pile 

perimeter as shown in Fig. 5.14. 
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FIG. 5.13. Load-displacement Diagram for Core-repaired Piles with Transverse and 
Longitudinal Reinforcement 

FIG. 5.14. Fiber Rupture of Core-repaired Timber Piles with Transverse and 
Longitudinal Reinforcement 
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5.3 Compression Test Results for Field Repaired Timber Piles 

The compression performance of the field repaired piles depends heavily on the 

repair techniques. Table 5.3 gives the summary of the test results for the field repaired 

timber piles tested in compression. 

TABLE 5.3. Summary of Compression Test Results for Field Repaired Timber Piles 
Max. 

Specimen 
Repaired Core with Transverse Fiberglass 
Reinforcement 
Repaired Core without Fiberglass 
Reinforcement 
Solid Wood Core with Transverse 
Fiberglass Reinforcement 

Pile No. 
I 
2 

3 

4 

Max. Loading 
(kips) 
626 
614 

279 

356 

5 .3 .1 Repaired Core with Transverse Fiberglass Reinforcement 

Compressive 
Stress (psi) 

5,532 
5,430 

2,468 

3,148 

Field repaired timber pile No. 1 with transverse fiberglass reinforcement and a 

repaired core exceeded the capacity of the MTS load frame at 626 kips. It is equivalent to 

5532 psi of compressive stress. However, pile No. 2 with the identical repair technique 

failed at a maximum compressive stress of 5430 psi. There was no visible fracture or 

debonding between the wood shell and repaired core. The failure was resulted from the 

rupture of the transverse fiberglass reinforcement. 

5.3.2 Repaired Core without Fiberglass Reinforcement 

The core-repaired timber pile without any fiberglass reinforcement failed at a 

compressive stress of2468 psi when the wood shell buckled under loading and debonded 
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from the epoxy-aggregate core. The specimen crushed and split excessively. It only 

achieved about 45 percent of the capacity of the repaired timber piles with fiberglass 

reinforcement. This demonstrated the significance of the fiberglass reinforcement in the 

development of the repair techniques. 

5.3.3 Solid Wood Core with Transverse Fiberglass Reinforcement 

The repaired pile with a solid wood core and transverse fiberglass reinforcement 

failed at a maximum compressive stress of 3148 psi, which is approximately 60 percent 

of pile with the combination of repaired core and fiberglass reinforcement. Fiber pullout 

was observed while the wood core remained unharmed. The fiberglass reinforcement 

successfully provided material confinement to avoid crushing of the wood core. 

The load and displacement diagrams for the field repaired timber piles are shown 

in Fig. 5.15. Fig. 5.16 shows the various failure modes of field repaired timber piles. 
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Fl G. 5.15. Load-displacement Diagram for Field Repaired Timber Piles 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
FIG. 5.16. Compression Failure of Field Repaired Timber piles: (a) Fiber Rupture 
of the Transverse Reinforcement; (b) Debonding of Wood Shell and Repaired Core; 
(c)Fiber pullout and rupture 
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5.4 Flexural Test Results for Laboratory Repaired Timber Piles 

Most of the specimens tested in flexure did not failed in bending due to their low 

span to depth ratio. Table 5.4 gives the summary of the stresses that caused failure for 

these specimens regardless of their failure mechanisms. Localized crushing at loading 

points was visibly observed on bending specimens as shown in Fig. 5.17. 

Table 5.4. Summar:y of Flexural Test Results for Laborator:y ReEaired Timber Piles 
Max. Max. Avg. 

Diameter Loading Stress Stress 
Seecimen Pile No. (in.) (lbs) (esi) (Esi) Failure 

Control Specimen 
C3 9.25 5,600 504 

607 Crushing 
03 8.60 6,300 710 

Repaired Core 
C4 8.50 37,200 4,319 

4,980 
Flexure 

D4 8.75 53,000 5,641 Shear 
Repaired Core with C2 9.00 67,500 6,602 
Transverse Fiberglass 6,581 Shear 
Reinforcement D2 8.50 56,500 6,560 

Repaired Core with Cl 9.75 79,500 6,116 Shear 
Transverse and 

7,064 
Longitudinal Dl 8.50 69,000 8,011 Flexure 
Reinforcement 

FIG. 5.17. Localized Crushing at Loading Points on Flexural Specimens 
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5.4. l Control Specimen 

Specimen C3 and D3 crushed at a low average stress of 607 psi. The load versus 

displacement diagram for the control specimens is shown in Fig. 5.18. Splitting of the 

wood along its length as shown in Fig. 5.19 was caused by tension acting perpendicular 

to the grain. The real flexural strengths of specimens C3 and D3 are undetermined. 
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FIG. 5.18. Load-displacement Diagram of Control Specimen 

FIG. 5.19. Splitting of Control Specimen under Four Point Bending 
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5.4.2 Repaired Core 

The core-repaired timber piles failed at an average stress of 4980 psi. The load 

versus displacement diagram is shown in Fig. 5.20. There is no evidence to identify 

which specimen represented the actual behavior of the core-repaired timber piles. These 

specimens experienced different failure as shown in Fig. 5.21. Flexural failure occurred 

on specimen C4, while cracks propagated at its midspan along with the loading. 

Conversely, specimen 04 failed in shear that caused the wood shell to split. There is no 

indication of interfacial debonding between the core and the wood shell in either 

specimen. The bonding for the composite was considered sufficient. 
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FIG. 5.20. Load-displacement Diagram for Timber Piles with Repaired Core 
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Fl G. 5.21. Failures of Timber Piles with Repaired Core: (a) Flexural Failure on 
Specimen C4; (b) Shear Failure on Specimen D4 
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5.4.3 Repaired Core with Transverse Fiberglass Reinforcement 

The addition of transverse fiberglass reinforcement enhanced the strength of 

specimens C2 and D2 compared to the specimens with a repaired core but no fiberglass 

reinforcement. The load-displacement diagram shows that the specimens underwent post

yielding displacement as shown in Fig. 5.22. Failure occurred at an average stress of 

6580 psi and both specimens failed in a similar fashion, i.e. bond failure between 

fiberglass reinforcement and wood shell as shown in Fig. 5.23. Bond slip at the interface 

of the repaired core and wood shell occurred in these specimens, thus affecting their 

perfom1ance. There was no significant fiber rupture in either specimen. 
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5.4.4 Repaired Core with Transverse and Longitudinal Fiberglass Reinforcement 

The contribution of longitudinal fiberglass reinforcement in specimen C 1 cannot 

be identified, because specimen Cl failed in shear. Conversely, specimen D1, which was 

failed by true bending, achieved a maximum bending stress of 8011 psi. This is a 22 

percent increase over the pile type with only transverse fiberglass reinforcement, and 42 

percent increase over the pile type with only the core-repaired. However, the longitudinal 

fiberglass reinforcement did not improve their ductility. Fig. 5.24 presents the load versus 

displacement diagram for specimen Cl and DI. 

Tearing of the longitudinal fiber at midspan only occurred on specimen D1 due to 

true bending as shown in Fig. 5 .25. The remaining continuous fibers still provided some 

strength and ductility until the specimen reached maximum loading. In specimen C 1, 

there was no severe fiber rupture and the failure was caused by bond failure. 

Localized slippage of the repaired core within the wood shell was observed in 

both specimens. It led to visible protrusion of the core. Interfacial bond failure between 

fiberglass reinforcement and wood shell was found in both specimens. Fig. 5.26 shows 

the bond failure for specimen Cl and DL The separation of all the interfaces led to the 

conclusion that shear was critical and the bonding between the core and surrounding 

wood needed to be improved. 
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FIG. 5.25. Fiber Rupture at Midspan of Specimen Dl 
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FIG. 5.26. Bond Failure: (a) Bond Slip of the Core; (b) Delamination of Fiberglass 
Reinforcement 
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5.5 Comparison of Laboratory Test Results with Published Compressive 

Strengths 

The criterion for the newly developed repair is that it must meet or even exceed 

the performance of the sound timber piles. Therefore, the test results of the repaired 

timber piles have been compared to the established design values. Nominal bending 

strength, compressive strength parallel to the grain, shear strength and modulus of 

elasticity values of several species of wood possibly used for piles were taken from the 

National Design Specification for Wood construction (American Forest & Paper 

Association 1997). These values are based on tests of small-clear material values and 

adjusted by various strength-reduction factors. The process of adjusting the small-clear 

material values to design values, together with the various strength-reduction factors are 

presented in ASTM standard D25-98 (ASTM 1999). Summary information regarding the 

small-clear material data is provided in the Wood Handbook: Wood as an Engineering 

Material (Forest Products Laboratory 1987) as shown in Table 5.5. Values from both 

sources are used for comparisons with the test results of laboratory repaired timber piles. 

TABLE 5.5. Wood Handbook Average Mechanical Properties 
Compression Bending Shear 

Fe (psi) Fb (psi) Fv (psi) 
Species green dry green dry green dry 
Pacific Coast Douglas Fir 3,780 7,230 7,700 12,400 900 1,130 

Red Oak 3,680 6,820 8,300 14,000 1,290 2,080 

Red Pine 2,730 6,070 5,800 11,000 690 1,210 

Southern Pine 3,530 7,270 7,400 13,100 910 1,390 
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The bending strength, compression strength, and shear strength values from the 

nominal NDS design values are based on a 10-year load duration, while the strength 

values from the Wood Handbook are based on a IO-minute load duration. Therefore, the 

nominal design values must be adjusted to 10-minute load duration by applying load 

duration factor (Co) of 1.6. Load duration factor adjustment for the modulus of elasticity 

was not necessary, since all published values were based on short-term loading. Nominal 

design values were also reduced by the single pile factor (Csp) of 0.8. A temperature 

factor (C1) of 1.0 was used due to normal temperature condition occurring during testing. 

Due to constant weathering of the timber piles, it is reasonable to assume wet service 

condition. The adjustment for moisture content was eliminated. The untreated factor (Cu) 

was taken as 1.0 for treated timber piles; column stability factor (Cp) and critical section 

factor (Ccs) were taken as 1.0, assuming adequately braced members. For timber piles 

with circumference less than 43 in., the size factor (CF) is not applicable. The allowable 

design values for round timber piles are presented in Table 5.6. 

TABLE 5.6. NDS Design Values for Round Timber Piles 
Compression 

Species Fe (psi) 
Pacific Coast Douglas Fir 1,250 

Red Oak 1,100 

Red Pine 900 

Southern Pine 1,200 
a F'c = Fe (Co Ct Cu Csp Cp Ccs) 
b F'b = Fb (Co Ct Cu CF Csp) 
c F'c = Fe (Co Ct Cu) 

Fe' 3 (psi) 
1,600 

1,408 

1,152 

1,536 
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Bending Shear 

Fb (psi) Fb' b (psi) Fv (psi) Fv' c (psi) 
2,450 3,136 115 184 

2,450 3,136 135 216 

1,900 2,432 85 136 

2,400 3,072 110 176 



Through the use of the design values published in NDS and data from Wood 

Handbook, it is not difficult to see that epoxy and fiberglass reinforcement effectively 

recovered the original strength of the decayed timber piles. Relative comparisons for 

bending and compressive stre11gths are presented in Table 5.7 and 5.8. 

TABLE 5. 7. Comparison of Laboratory Test Results with Published Flexural 
Strengths 

Published Mechanical Properties 
Wood Handbook Average Mechanical Properties 
NOS Design Values 

Laboratory Repaired Piles 
Control Specimen 
Epoxy and Aggregate Repair 
Repaired Core with Transverse 
Reinforcement 
Repaired Core with Longitudinal and Transverse 
Reinforcement 

8,300psi 
3,136psi 

607psi 
4,980psi 

6,581 psi 

7,064psi 

Wood 
Handbook NDS 

165% 
-62% 

-93% -81 % 
-40% 59% 

-21 % 110% 

-15% 125% 

TABLE 5.8. Comparison of Laboratory Test Results with Published Compressive 
Strengths 

Wood 
Handbook NDS 

Published Mechanical Properties 
Wood Handbook Average Mechanical Properties 3,780 psi 136% 
NDS Design Values 1,600 psi -58% 

Laboratorl Repaired Piles 
Control Specimen 1,507 psi -60% -6% 
Epoxy and Aggregate Reeair 3,416 psi -10% 114% 
Repaired Core with Transverse Reinforcement 6,256 psi 66% 291 % 
Repaired Core with Longitudinal and Transverse 
Reinforcement 6,969 psi 84% 336% 
Field Repaired Piles 
Repaired Core without Reinforcement 2,468 psi -35% 54% 
Transverse Reinforcement with Wood Core 3,148 psi -17% 97% 
Transverse Reinforcement with Repaired Core 5,430 psi 44% 239% 
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The laboratory repaired timber piles with epoxy-aggregate repaired cores and 

transverse fiberglass reinforcement exceeded both Wood Handbook average compressive 

strengths and NDS design values. Similar results were obtained for the field repaired 

timber piles. Conversely, the laboratory repaired timber piles were only able to develop 

80 percent of the average published bending strength from Wood Handbook, yet all the 

repaired piles exceeded the NDS design values for bending. 
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CHAPTER6 

ANALYSIS 

The compression specimens were fabricated of two or more constituent materials 

and every material has their own specific material properties. While these materials are 

assumed to be firmly bonded, the specimen cannot be modeled as a single member, 

because each material behaves differently during loading. A limit state analysis was used 

to replace the complexity of the dynamic model. Instead of failing as a fully composite 

member, the materials failed successively under loading, until the specimen reached its 

maximum capacity. 

The following assumptions were made to allow Hooke's law to be valid for this 

analysis. 

1. The materials are linearly elastic. 

11. The materials are homogeneous within themselves. 

111. The nature of the boundary conditions remains unchanged during the entire 

deformation process. 

The equation of equilibrium is not sufficient to determine the load acting on each 

material, because the specimens are statically indeterminate as shown in Fig. 6.1. There is 
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only one equation of equilibrium and it contains three unlmowns. Therefore, the 

unknowns cannot be determined by static equilibrium alone. 

P,o,al = peac + ~mod + p fiber 

where, P,
0
,a, = maximum capacity of specimen, lbs 

P..·ac = compression strength of epoxy-aggregate core, lbs 

~mod = compression strength of wood, lbs 

Pfiba = compression strength of fiberglass, lbs 

p 

FIG. 6.1. Compression Specimen under loading 

The equation of compatibility was applied to predict the maximum capacity of the 

specimens. When the specimen was axially loaded, it underwent three stages until the 

fai 1 ure occurred: 

1. Stage I 

Wood, epoxy-aggregate core, and fiberglass were compressed, all three materials 

deformed equally until wood reached its capacity and failed. 

~ragefll = (A£ lll"ood +A£ leac +A£ I fiber)· & I wood 
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11. Stage 2 

Wood failed and was unable to carry the additional load. Epoxy-aggregate core 

and fiberglass provided the compression strength until the epoxy-aggregate core crushed. 

Ps,age#2 = (AE lear +AE lfiber) · /J..e lstage#2 

111. Stage 3 

Only the fiberglass was carrying the additional load, until exceeding its 

compression strength. The specimen failure was considered at this point. 

~tage#3 = (AE !fiber)· /J..e lstage#3 

where, ~rage#t = failure load for first material, lbs 

Ps,age#i = additional load for second material to reach failure, lbs 

Ps,age#3 = additional load for third material to reach failure, lbs 

A= cross sectional area, in2 

E = modulus of elasticity, psi 

B = strain 
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6.1 Control Specimen 

The material properties of the wood used in the limit state analysis are the average 

mechanical values taken from Wood Handbook: Wood as an Engineering Material 

(Forest Products Laboratory 1987), as previously presented in Table 5.5. 

Material Properties 

E lwood = 1500000 psi 
O'c lwood = 3780 psi 

G"c 3780 
& I ,mod= - = ---= 0.00252 

E 1500000 

AS 

d = 9.85in 2 

A= n(9.85 2 -42 )= 63.6in 2 

P = G"c X A= 3780 X 63.6 =@40.4 kip~ 

Bl 

d =9.I0in 2 

A= n(9.10 2 -42 )= 52.5in 2 

p = (j" C X A = 3780 X 52.5 = 1198.5 kip~ 
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6.2 Repaired Core 

Since the epoxy-aggregate core does not have an obvious yield point, the offset 

method was used to determine an arbitrary yield stress. A line was drawn parallel to the 

initial linear elastic portion of the stress-strain diagram, with a 0.002 strain offset. The 

offset method is shown in Fig. 6.2. The slope of the linear portion of the stress-strain 

curve equals the modulus of elasticity of the epoxy-aggregate cylinders. Table 6.1 is the 

summary of the material properties of epoxy-aggregate cylinders. 

8000 

6000 

I 
ffl 4000 

m 
2000 

0 0.04 0.05 0.06 

Strain 

FIG. 6.2. Use of the Offset Method on Stress-Strain Diagram 

TABLE 6.1. Summary of the Material Properties of Epoxy-Aggregate Cylinders 
Cylinder No. Displacement (in) E (psi) Yield Stress (psi) Strain 

1 0.065 585000 4780 0.00813 
2 0.07 600000 5250 0.00875 
3 0.07 618000 5410 0.00875 

Material Properties 

Elwood= 1500000 psi 
O"c I wood = 3 780 psi 
£ I wood= 0.00252 

E lcac = 600000 psi 
O"c leac =5250 psi 
£ lear = 0.00875 
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A4 

d = 9.60in 2 

A I wood= Jr(9.60 2 
- 4.0 2 )= 59.8in 2 

Jr ( )., . ., A lcac = 4 4.0 - = 12.57m-

Stage I 

Ps,agcfll = (A£ I wood +A£ leac) • 8 lwood 

= [(59.8 X }500000)+ (12.57 X 600Q00}]x 0.00252 

= ~45.0 kip~ 

Stage 2 
fl.& l.uag<.'112 = & lcac -& lwood = 0.00875 - 0.00252 = 0.00623 

pstagcff2 = A£ lcac ·6.& ls,age#2 

= 12.57 X 600000 X 0.00623 
=@7.0 kip~ 

P,o,al = Ps,agclll + ~tagetl2 = 245 + 47 =@92.0 kip~ 

B2 

d = 9.50in 2 

A 11\'ood = Jr(9.50 2 
- 4.0 2

) = 58.3in 2 

A leac = Jr (4.0 }2 = 12.57in 2 

4 

Stage I 

Ps,age#I = (A£ I wood +A£ leac) • 8 lwood 

= [(58.3 X 1500000 }+ (12.57 X 600000 }]x 0.00252 

= ~39.0 kip~ 

Stage 2 
fl.& ls,agetl2 = & leac -& I wood= 0.00875 - 0.00252 = 0.00623 

Ps,agef:12 = A£ leac ·6.& lstage#2 

= }2.57 X 600000x 0.00623 
=@7.0 kip~ 

P,o,al = Ps,agetll + Pstage#l = 239 + 47 =@86.0 kip~ 
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6.3 Repaired Core with Transverse Fiberglass Reinforcement 

Material Properties 

E I wood = 15 00000 psi 
O"c !wood = 3 780 psi 
& lwoocJ = 0.00252 

E lcac = 600000 psi 
O"c lcac = 5250 psi 
& leac = 0.00875 

Al 

d = 9.35in 2 

A lll'ood = 1r(9.35 2 
- 4.0 2 )= 56.1in

2 

A leac = Jr (4.0 }2 = 12.57in 2 

4 

Stage 1 

~tage#I = (A£ lll'oo,/ +A£ leaJ • & I wood 

= [(56.} X 1500000) + (12.57 X 600000 )]x 0.00252 
=@31.0 kip~ 

Stage 2 

fl.& lstage#2 = & leac -& lwood = 0.00875 -0.00252 = 0.00623 

pstage#2 = A£ leac ·d& lstage#2 

= 12.57 X 600000 X 0.00623 
=@7.0 kips! 

~otal = ~tage#I + pstage#2 = 231 + 47 = 1278.0 kip~ 

A2 

d = 9.50in 2 

A I wood= 1r(9.502 
- 4.0 2 )= 58.3in 2 

A leac = Jr (4.0 )2 = 12.57in 2 

4 
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Stage 1 
Ps,agl•III = (A£ lwood +A£ lcac) • 8 lwood 

= [(58.3 X 1500000) + (12.57 X 600000 )]x 0.00252 

= /239.4 kip~ 

Stage 2 
!:ie ls,age#2 = e lcaC' -8 I wood= 0.00875 - 0.00252 = 0.00623 

~tage#2 = A£ lcac ·/:l.& lstagc#l 

= 12.57 X 600000 X 0.00623 
=@7.0 kip~ 

~otal = Ps,agr:#1 + ~tage#2 = 239.4 + 47.0 = ~86.4 kip~ 

Although the fiberglass with transverse orientation did not provide compression 

strength directly, its presence increased the compression strength of the repaired timber 

piles by 80 percent over the timber piles with only repaired core. Therefore, it is rational 

to believe that the increase in compression strength was due to the confinement provided 

by the transverse fiberglass reinforcement. As the specimen was compressed 

longitudinally, it expanded laterally due to the Poisson's effect. In order for the Poisson's 

effect to be valid, the material must be homogeneous, and the elastic properties must be 

the same in all directions perpendicular to the longitudinal axis. Since the fiberglass is an 

orthotropic material, the elastic properties are the same throughout its transverse 

direction. The transverse fiberglass reinforcement resisted lateral expansion of the wood 

and epoxy-aggregate core. The loading caused the transverse fiberglass reinforcement to 

expand radially, and become loaded in tension until it reached its maximum tensile 

strength. The contribution of the transverse fiberglass reinforcement was not included in 

this analysis. The Poisson's effect on the repaired timber piles will be studied thoroughly 

in future research. 
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6.4 Repaired Core with Transverse and Longitudinal Fiberglass Reinforcement 

The elastic properties of the longitudinal fiberglass reinforcement are obtained 

from the material safety data sheets provided in Appendix B. 

Material Properties 

E lwood = 1500000 psi 
crc I wood = 3 780 psi 
£ lll'oocl = 0.00252 

E lcac = 600000 psi 
crc lcac =5250 psi 
£ leac = 0.00875 

E hong· fiber = 3600000 psi 
crc hong· fiber =78500 psi 

s I = ac = 78500 = o 0218 
1011g.fib.:r E 3600000 . 

A3 

d = 9.50in 2 

A lwooc1 = .1r(9.50 2 
- 4.0 2 )= 58.3in 2 

A leac = Jr (4.0 )2 = 12.57in 2 

4 

A l,.,,g fiber = 2 ,rr( = 2K( 9 
-~

0 
+ 0. 04) 0. 08) = 2.40in 

2 

Stage 1 

pstage#I = (A£ I wood +A£ leac +AE l1011g.jiber) '£ I wood 

= [{58.3 x 1500000)+ {12.57 x 600000)+ {2.40x 3600000 )]x 0.00252 

=@61.0 kip~ 

Stage 2 
~£ lsrage#2 = 6 leac -£ lwood = 0.00875 - 0.00252 = 0.00623 

pstage#2 = (A£ leac +A£ 1/or,g.jiber) • fl.& lsrage#2 

= [(12.57 x 600000)+ {2.40x 3600000)]x 0.00623 

= 1100.8 kip~ 
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Stage 3 
11& lsragc:tl3 = & l1ong.fiber -& leac= 0.0218-0.00875 = 0.01305 

pstagc/13 = A£ l1011g.fiber ·/).& lsrage#3 

= 2.40 X 3600000 X 0.01305 
= ll 12.8 kip~ 

P,otal = ~tagc#I + ~tage#2 + ~tage#3 = 261.0 + 100.8 + 112.8 =@74.6 kip~ 

83 

d = 9.40in 2 

A lwoot1 = .1r(9.40 2 
- 4.0 2 )= 56.8in 2 

,r ( )2 . , A L~ac = 4 4.0 = 12.57m-

A l,0 ,.g.fibc,= 2m·t = 2,{
9
·;

0 
+0.04)0.08)= 2.38in

2 

Stage 1 

pstagetll = (A£ lwood +A£ leac +A£ l1011g.fiber) • & lwood 

= [(56.8 X 1500000)+ (12.57 X 600000)+ (2.38 X 3600000)]x 0.00252 

=@55.3 kip~ 

Stage 2 
11& lsragell2 = & leac -£ l\l'ood = 0.00875 - 0.00252 = 0.00623 

~tagell2 = { A£ leac + A£ l1011g.fiber) • /).£ lsrage#2 

= [(12.57 X 600000) + (2.38 X 3600000 )]x 0.00623 

= ll 00.4 kips! 

Stage 3 
Cl& lsragetl3 = £ ltong.fiber -£ leac= 0.0218-0.00875 = 0.01305 

pstagetl3 = A£ l1011g.fiber ·/).& lsrage#3 

= 2.38 X 3600000 X 0.01305 
= 1111.8 kip~ 

P,0101 = ~tage#I + ~tage#2 + ~tage#J = 255.3 + 100.4 + 111.8 =@67.5 kips! 
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TABLE 6.2. Comparison of Theoretical Result and Experimental Data for 
Com~ression Test 

Theoretical Experimental % difference 
Specimen Pile No. (kips) (k(es) 
Control Specimen AS 240.4 101 -138 

Bl 198.5 110 -81 
Repaired Core A4 292 206 -42 

B2 286 282 -1.4 
Repaired Core with Transverse Al 278 425 +53 
Fiberglass Reinforcement A2 286.4 448 +57 
Repaired Core with Transverse A3 474.6 478 +0.6 
and Longitudinal Fiberglass B3 467.5 499 +7 
Reinforcement 

The theoretical and experimental comparisons for each of the correlated 

specimens are shown in Table 6.2. to verify the theoretical model used. It is expected that 

variability in the wood produced much of the error in the control specimens. A portion of 

the error in the analysis of the specimens with the repaired core and transverse and 

longitudinal reinforcement stems from neglecting the Poisson's effect and material 

confinement provided by the transverse fiberglass reinforcement. 
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CHAPTER 7 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 Summary 

Due to the deterioration of the existing timber piles in the bridges, restoration and 

rehabilitation are in demand. New timber pile repair techniques were developed and 

evaluated. Therefore, testing has been performed to establish the performance of the 

repaired timber piles. A series ofbending and compression testing was carried out to 

evaluate the effectiveness of an epoxy-aggregate repair with fiberglass reinforcement. 

Aggregate and epoxy filled cylinders were tested to provide knowledge of the behavior 

and interaction between the epoxy resin and aggregate mixture, as well as the fiberglass 

reinforcement. Compression tests for field repaired timber piles were conducted to 

determine their load bearing capacity and in-field performance. Laboratory repaired 

specimens displayed similar behavior to field repaired specimens. 
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7.2 Recommendations 

As results of this study, several recommendations are made: 

1. Epoxy-aggregate repair is capable of developing compressive strength up to 7500 

psi. It greatly enhances the performance of the original timber piles. Therefore, 

epoxy and aggregate has been proven sufficient to replace the decayed core of 

timber piles, and provide adequate strength to a structure. 

11. The presence of transverse fiberglass reinforcement provides material 

confinement and is expected to decrease the effects of continuous weathering on 

the timber piles. Therefore, transverse fiberglass reinforcement is necessary for 

the repair techniques to be effective. 

m. Among the timber pile repair techniques developed, the combination of core 

repair and transverse fiberglass reinforcement provides significant enhancement 

in performance and was proven to be most effective. 

7 .3 Conclusions 

A new cost-effective timber pile repair technique has been developed. The epoxy

aggregate repair with the addition of transverse fiberglass reinforcement significantly 

enhanced the performance of the decayed timber piles. The repair significantly improved 

the compression behavior of the decayed timber piles. The combination of the epoxy 

injection and transverse fiberglass reinforcement restored the decayed timber piles to a 

state stronger in compression parallel to the grain than the original timber. However, due 

to the various failure modes in the bending specimens, a finn conclusion cannot be drawn 

towards the repair's ability to improve bending strength. Also, longitudinal fiberglass 
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reinforcement did little to enhance pile performance. The timber pile repair techniques 

were concluded to be structurally sufficient, more cost effective, and therefore a viable 

alternative to the conventional method of replacing decayed timber piles. 
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OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

BRIDGE REPAIR TECHNIQUE 
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STATE OF OKLAHOMA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

PLAN OF PROPOSAL 
TIMBER PILE REP AIR PROJECT 

SH-5 OVER TRIBUTARY OF BRUSH CREEK 
PROJECT NO.: MC-
STATE JOB NO.: (04) 

COTTON COUNTY 
Location. 1710-0025X NBINo.: 04201 

C 

Project 
Location· 

.. .. • CD 

:; 

0 

,_ . -. . 
A N C H 

TOTAL PROJECT LENGTH: 0.0 l\fil..ES 
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CONSTRUCTION NOTES: 

C-1 1999 OKLAHOMA STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS FOR HIGHWAY 
CONSTRUCTION· ENGLISH GOVERN, APPROVED BY THE FEDERAL 
HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION, SEPTEMBER 21, 1999. 

C-2 Wages paid on this project shall comply with Wage Rate shown in the proposal. 

TRAFFIC CONTROL: 

Project shall consist of maintaining at least one full lane of traffic on the bridge at all times 
during the project as foUows: 

(T0-25) Construction signing will be installed in a manner approved by the 
Engineer, in accordance with Chapter VJ of the Manual for Uniform 
Traffic Control Devices, current edition, and applicable O.D.O.T. standard 
drawings. The contractor shall provide a proposed traffic control plan for 
approval by the Engineer prior to beginning work. Price bid on this Item 
shall be payment in fu)) for the instalJation, maintenance and subsequent 
removal of all necessary construction traffic control required for 
completion of the project. 

(SP-1) Traffic Contro1 Standards need for this project: 
TCS 1-1-00E TCS2-1-00E TCS3-I-OOE 
TCS4-1-00E TCS5-l-OOE TCS6-1-00E 
TCS7-1-00E TCS8-l-OOE TCS9-1-00E 
TCS 10-1-00E TCS36-1-00E 

Traffic may only be restricted during daylight hours. All regular traffic lanes sha11 be 
open when no work is taJcing place. 

(l) FALSEWORKANDJACKING: 
Item "Falsework and Jacking" consists of all Falsework and Jacking required to 
complete the repair in accordance with Section 502 of the Specifications and in a 
m81Uler approved by the Engineer. Falsework shall be required only if an 
exterior piling is chosen for testing.. The Engineer shall designate which pile 
will be tested after repairs are completed 

The Contractor shall be fully responsible for the adequacy of the falseworlc and 
the safety of the bridge and traveling public during the work. Damage to the 
structure, due to any settlement or failure of falsework, shall be repaired to 
serviceable condition by the Contractor at his expense, to the satisfaction of the 
Engineer. Structural f;!pairs shall be complete before removing any falsework or 
jacking. 
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The Contractor shall submit detail drawings and calculations of falsework design 
to the Bridge Engineer for approval within one week after issuance of the work 
order. The faJsework shall be designed and sealed by a Professional Engineer 
who is currently registered with the Oklahoma State Board of Registration for 
Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors. 

(2) REPAIR BRIDGE PILJNG 
Item "REP AIR BRIDGE PILlNG" shall consists of the following repairs to each 
of the pile designated as "Hollow>' and "Deteriorating" in Figure 1 and performed 
in a manner approved by the Engineer. 

a) Excavate below ground-line a minimum of 2' to expose a minimum of 2' 
of sound piJing. 

b) Contractor wilJ be allowed to drill a maximum of 3" diameter holes 
through the outer shelJ of the ho11ow or damaged timber pile only on the 
north and south faces of each pile. These holes shall be spaced to allow 
for proper c1eaning and placement of fill material. 

c) Clean adjacent surfaces.of deteriorated timber and other smface debris 
minimizing damage caused to sound timber fibers. Where feasible, clean 
the interior surfaces of the void to enhance adhesive bond and ultimate 
compression of the member: Clean by vacuuming, flushing, sawing or 
other approved means. 

d) Allow timber to drain and dry. 
e) Four (4) holes will be drilled outside of damaged section. These will 

consist of two (2) l 3/l 6"x9" holes from opposite side and offset 4" from 
each other (see figure 2). Two (2) will be located 2 inches above the 
damaged portion and two will be located 2 inches below the damaged 
portion (see figure 3). 

f) Apply a Borate fungicide as recommended by manufacture to surfaces of 
cavities and drilled holes to kiJJ decay fungi and poison the timber as a 
future food source. Allow a minimum of one hour for the Borate solution 
to soak into the wood. If voids fill with water:t it will render the treatment 
ineffective and will have to be re-applied. 

g) Install one 3/4'' x 3" Borate Rod into each of the drilled holes. 
h) Plug drilled hc,les with treated timber dowel. 
i) FilJ voids in timber pile with aggregate meeting subsection 703.02 for No. 

3 Aggregate in the Standard Specification. 
j) Place two wraps of material equivalent to Sika Wrap Hex 100 G (see sheet 

12 for required specifications) for the full exposed length of the pile with 
6" overlaps. The resin for the glass fiber fabric impregnation will be 
equivalent to Sikadur Hex 300 (see sheet 13 for required specifications). 

k) Space injection ports for the Epoxy Resin Mortar so that travel of material 
between ports is assured. Begin injection at the lower port and continue 
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untiJ the resin rises to the entry port above the port being pumped.. When 
material travel is indicated move the nozzle to the port showing resin and 
seal the previously pumped port. Continue this procedure until the void is 
completely filled. On wide cracks, where travel of the resin between port 
will be rapid, two or more ports may be plDllped simultaneously. Epoxy 
Resin Mortar ~hall meet standard specification AASHTO M 235-91 
( 1996) for "Eroxy Resin Adhesives", Type IV, Grade I, and appropriate 
Class for temperature at the time of application. 

l) When the Epoxy Resin Mortar has cured, the ports are to be removed to a 
smooth finish. 

Work for the above activities will be limited to the following at one time: 
1) two (2) piles per bent at one time 
l) only on non-adjacent piling 
3) one (1) pile per half (north/south) bent 

(This limitation will not apply if contractor chooses to install falsework at 
his/her own expense and follows the procedure for the "Falsework and 
Jacking" pay item.) 
m) A ultra-violet resistant coating equivalent to Sikagard 670W (see sheet 14 

and 13 for required specifications) is to be applied to the exposed 
composite surface. The ultra-violet r~istant coating shalJ be light gray in 
color. This coating is to cure for 24 hours prior to being in contact with 
backfill soil. 

n) Backfill excavated areas and reattach cross-bracing. 
The cost for the above work, materials, equipment, and incidentals necessary to 
complete this activity as shcnvn in the plans shall be included in the price bid for 
"Repair Bridge Piling" 

(3) Repair Bridge Piling 
This activity is intended to replace one of the piles repaired by ""Repair Bridge Piling" and 
used the removed portion for testing. The Engineer shall designate "1hich pile will be 
tested after repain are completed 
a) Excavate below ground-line a minimum of 2.5' to expose a minimum of 1.5' of 

sound piling. 
b) Remove the top portfon of timber pile designated by the Engineer. The removed 

portion of Pile Repair (Timber) Type 'B' is intended for test purposes and shall 
remain the property of the State of Oklahoma for testing. Contractor shall make 
arrangements with the ODOT Cotton County Superintendent, (580)875-3295, for 
loading on a state vehicle. Efforts will be made to minimize damage to removed 
portion. 

c) Splice new timber pile as shown in figure 4 using Class AA specified by pay item 
note ( 4) and reinforcing steel. 

d) Compressive Strength. Design concrete mix to attain at least 2,800 psi before 
opening the supported portion of the bridge to traffic, and at least 4,000 psi in 28 
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days. 
e) Backfill excavated areas and reattach cross-bracing. 

Contractor shall confirm timber pile dimension. 
Item "Falsework and Jacking~' shall be required only if an exterior piling is chosen for 
testing. 
The cost for the above work, materials, equipment, and incidentals necessary to 
complete this activity as shown in the plans shall be included in the price bid for 
"Repair Bridge Piling" 

(4) CLASS AA CONCRETE: 
The new concrete must meet all requirements of Class AA concrete as specified in 
Subsection 701.01 of rhe Standard Specification with the following exceptions: 
a) Cement. Use Type m cement on]y in the concrete mix design. Do not use 

flyash or other pozzolans without prior approval. Do not use more than 
700 pounds of cement per cubic yard. 

b) Aggregate. u~e no. 67 aggregate. 
c) Chemical Admixtures. Use approved AASHTO Ml 94 Type F, high range 

water reducing admixture and a Type C, ~cium nitrite based accelerating 
admixture in the concrete mix design. Do not use admixtures containing 
calcium chloride. Use admixtures that are compatible with each other and · 
in accordance with the manufacture's recommendations. 

d) Polypropyleen Fibers. Use fibermesh or other approved polypropylene 
fibers having the specified characteristics, at the rate of 3.0 pounds per 
cubic yard of concrete. Use fibers with the following characteristics: 

Fiber Materia] Type l 0(1% polypropylene collated, fibrillated fibers (No olefin 
materials) 

Specific Gravity 0.91 

Modulus of Elasticity 500,000 to 700,000 psi 

Tensile Strength 70,000 to 110,000 psi 

Length Graded, Min 0.25 inches, Max 1.0 inches 

e) Compressive Strength. Design concrete mix to attain at least 2,800 psi 
before opening the supported portion of the bridge to traffic, and at ]east 
4,000 psi in 28 days. Verify mix design strength gain, at 70° F initial 
concrete temperature, with laboratory testing. 

f) Air Entrainment and Slump. Use concrete having entrained are ranging 
from 5 to 7 percent and slump ranging from 5 to 7 inches, after the 
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admixtures are added and concrete is pumped. Measure air and slump 
il1Dllediately before placement. 

g) Concrete Temperature. When the ambient temperature is below 70" F 
maintain concrete temperature at the time of placement from 70° F to I 00° 
F. 

When necessary to produce concrete of the specified temperature range, 
heat the mix water, the aggregates or both, before batching. Use approved 
methods of heating that unifonnly heat the materials. Do not use methods 
of heating that prevent the entrainment of the required amount of air. Do 
not directly heat the aggregates by gas or oil flame, or on sheet metal over 
fire. Do not heat either water or aggregate above 150° F. Mix materials if 
any material i~ heated over I 00° F, in a way that the cement does not 
contact any materials hotter than 100° F. 

When the ambient air temperature is 70° F or higher, maintain concrete 
temperature 70° F to 90° F. Cool mix water, if necessary to maintain the 
specified temperature. 

Place concretta with 20 minutes of batching and before initial set. Do not 
retemper mix. 

The Contractor shall make trial mixes (Batches) with passing test results 
prior to use. 
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Description 
SikaWr ap Hex 1 OOG is a 
unidirectional E ·glass fiber fabric. 
M.1terial is field IJminated ur,ing 
Sikadur Hex 300 or SikJdur Hex 306 
epoxy to for :n a glass fiber rein forced 
pol~'lller (GFRP) used to strengthen 
structur .11 elements. 

Where to use 
• Loading increases 
• Seismic strengthening 
• Colu.11ns 
• Masonry w.1lls 
• Damage to structural parts 
• Te:nporary strengthening 
• Change in structural system 
• Design or construction defects 

Advantages 
• Used for shear, confine:nent or 

flexural strengthening. 
• Flexible, CJn be vnapped around 

complex shapes. 
•Lightweight 
• Good resistance to impact 
• Non-corrosive 
• Acid resistant 
• Low aesthetic i:npact 
• Economical 

How to use 
SURFACE PREPARATION 
Surface :nust be clean and sound. It 
:nay be dry or damp but free of 
standing water and frost. Remove 
dust, Llitance grease. curing 
compounds, i:npregnations, waxes 
foreign particles disintegrated 
:naterials, and other bond inhibiting 
,11aterials tro;n the surface. Existing 
uneven surfaces must be tilled with 
an appropriate repair mortar. The 
concrete adhesive strength must be 
verified following surface preparation 

SikaWrap® Hex 100G 
Glass fiber fabric for structural strengthening 

TECHNICAL DATA 

P,lCk~gi1g Rell l 2i 011 x 4G m t< 127 cm , 9 m 

Colour 

Stornge Conditions S1c<a <))· at 5' <l2' C 

PROPERTIES 

ABER PROPERTIES 

Ptlmary FiH Oi",?Ct>,."'11 c,· ,utidr.?::tl;o:1, 

T,nsll.Str,;f\\llh 2.3 GPa 

TenSii'l Mciilkls 72 (-Pa 

BooQat~n 4'i, 

O,;nsit1 2.5501,m 
Al,a W~t 91511·l11 

CURED LAl,IIHATE PROPERTIES witt1 Sikadur !lex 300 EP-OXY 

,ir . 24' Cl5 ct.Jys and 48 h pa;t cur., il &J'Cl 

Ave<age value' Design value' ASTt1 Test 
Property 1.1Pa 

T.nsl~ S1r;;ngt11· 012 

T.nsll. l,lca.11.JS' 2o 119 

TenSii< "1 E~·<f 2.45 

OO' C - ~n;il.SU~ 551 

c,:;-c -~ns11. ~k«i.Js 25690 

0YC · ~. BonQatlcn 2.28 

~ • .,;Sra1Qth 597 

~ssl\\3 lvlodJlJs 29 715 

32' C · ~nsll. SU~ 30 

~·c -T<osli. l,IM.*Js 06-19 

'.Q' C - '¥. Ti:llSI~ EIC~Q iliOO OAO 

SllOOr Stren,;.AA,. 45' 11 i:t:m 40 

Sll..-r 1.1.'lduus '"45' 11 r.tin? 2 314 
Pt; Thld<nass jllll 1.016 

by rando:n pull·ot1 testing 
(ACI 503A) at the engineer's 
discretion. Minimu;n tensile strength 
1.5 MPa with concrete substrate 
lailurn. 
Preparation work 
Concrete · Blast clean. shotblast or 
use other approved mechanical 
means to provide an open roughened 
texture. In certain applications and at 
the engineer's discretion . the inti:nate 

1,1Pa fdeUlOd 

$58 03039 

24 444 03039 

223 0 3039 

531 03039 

23361 03039 

2.14 0 30'.39 

$.12 069:. 

25 494 069:, 

24 0 3039 

c 317 03039 

03-l 03•:m 

3'I D3:. 18 

2110 0 3518 

contact between the substrate and 
the fabric may be determined to be 
non-critical. In these cases. a 
thorough cleaning o1 the substrate 
using low pressure sand or water 
b!Jsti ng is sufficient. 

MIXING 
Consult Sikadur Hex 300/306 data 
sheet for infonnation on epoxy resin 

t»•,iuk.1. rol•1•1t·..._~ " «'·-'•~nrtb•JJtillo'\n "n1mnlta41""o.&s.t:1 rr:rlll..•r;.w.,.-ATI• ftO"l bllh h'tilll 
\l1 S.-.l\ c11 tt111b,t.Jeqt •I c 1i,1a.:.xi, , .. ,~ h:.h aiK• l'flCl\'.l l1•UHi)_lhad-.l •I :a11ti..,1 mlk:1, , ~ r 1tt·11D.1·K. t.rll1n 1'111 

\M.I IIIJ.111 111::t·W". la!! 11$:Q.".'f ,11111nok.Mll'1t..ti•I ar~t-* n tll*•""M ,a:i inl•' r.:ara11111 • •uio-, <f ,._~..,.blb~ltl 
O d liafls Ll lll t•._"llllil , ...... ~ . ~Mt b lilllj ~-.t (U d tlli ft1ll1t.h1t_mlalt•\\ll"b.111.,;1, a n ktiak:a1lil <lifm h • M 
• •·1ai'°9. Ct i ;:nmj'KU••·a..batM,.t 1 k..•1--,~"t •111.: flllM.l llJ) f f. ttl'brt •>llt11'\16.tf•1t.:S ••\!h) .,_._..r,fl.l ~ rt ikN 
... a"\.,flL~ qlfU .,oa,.~ .. ,_, H ~~-., .. 1 • ttN,T t l .i::N 1hlllllJ:ll,., J\ f_l,:1 ... , 1, ,0 ,c •• ·., J.l(Jl r l . , 1,,-11 .. -,a fu tl Slwfl 
._ .. .. ~, 11:,i..t o.:a.:<aol oot-•~• .'.I d1,·II 1,111·., -.c·1b.J H "-11L"'UCf t"•b1St'n:.. .. 1oo..-... 111 11M: lle111 1u:J.:1 r.0,\\'l~do.::Ml>d.::a.n.111. 
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SlkaWrap® Hex 1 OOG Glass fiber fabric for structural strengthening 

TECHNICAL DATA (cort!mrd) 

CURED LAr,IIIIATE PROPERTIES wlU1 Sikallsr Hu 306 Epoxy 

,.:?I . · 24"( $ dJ·,~ J r,j 4S h P,:GI rur~ alGO'Q 

AvHaoe value' ~lgn vakre' ASU, Test 
Ptoperl}' MPa ~IPa f.leUIOd 

T.;-osi\~ 5l!i1l<_llh" 575 514 0~3\l 

Ten~!? U:,u.rs· 25 3'J0 21 7% 0~39 

t;nsll~ \, EIC<>J.IK'1' 2.31 2.03 D3Q3\l 

(.(, C • TenSl-l' Slr.;n.:,th 4i7 4-16 03')39 

(.c,· C . J:?n;i,, l.~){J tjllS 22 781 21 239 03')39 

~I:>" C • ". B, n9ati.."<l 2.19 2.01 D'l019 

C.:,npressh\' S11,n91n Sl i 470 009,; 

((flipfeSSt,\' h1''Q.J \u, 29270 24 46il ()o;"9S 

32· C • T"n,i-l' Str,;ov(h 34 2ti 03039 

32· (. · T"n:;1.1 l.~Ja~us 5('>-18 5 145 03039 

32' C · "> Ta~ Ek-0yal.:ln 0,6(; 0.52 03039 

Slli>:ir S\reflilll = 4$' il pl:n-! 42 39 035\ S 

Sll,;:ir 1,10(\ulUS : 45' i l (llaM 2 323 2 141 D351S 

Pl)' Thl-:k~!,!, ,n,.n 1.016 
• . · 1 '..11 1'111·· ,u 11k"o-:rt1 l.:r'.I SN~.lJ t-lK..'I \:'Ju .. ~ h..1Sl'don 6 00.~11e::t ~liM 

:, ,, •t:il,>e· ,:'ih· d l,c l :1 , l-r•:-, 

.',\\ 1 :11)• · ,:-,u,· 111i11u~ ,, ~•1 l:11t.J ili.:•,1'1~11:s 

APPLICATION 
Prior to placing the fabric, the 
concrete surface is sealed using 
Sikadur Hex 300 epoxy. Product may 
be spray. brush or roller-applied . 
SikaWrap 1 OOG can be impregnated 
using either the Sikadur Hex 300 
(vertic..11 and horizontal surfaces) or 
Sikadur Hex 306 epoxy (vertical 
surfaces and over head). For best 
resu Its on larger projects. the 
i;npregnation process should be 
accomplished using an AMI Custo:n 
Fabric lmpregnator (saturator) or 
si:nilar device. In special cases where 
the size of the project does not justify 
the use of a saturator. the fabric may 
be saturated by hand using a roller or 
a spatula prior to place:nent. In either 
case. this syste;n ins tallation should 
be perfor:ned only by a specially 
trained, approved contractor. 

Culling SikaWrap 
Fabric can be cut to appropriate 
length by using a commercial quality 
heavy duty scissors. Si nee dul I or 
worn cutting i:nple:nents can 
d:!mage, wealrBn or frny the fiber 
their use should be avoided. 

LIMITATIONS 
Design c.ilculations :nust be made 
and certified by an independent 
licensed professional engineer. 
Syste:n is a vapour barrier. 
Syste:n :nust be protected fro:n W 
with Sikagard 550W. 

Caution 
SikaWrap fabric is non-reactive. 
However. caution must be used when 
handling since a fine ·glass" ;11ay be 
present on the surface. Gloves :nust 
therefore be worn to protect against 

skin irrit:ilion. Caution must also be 
used when cutting Sik.JWrJI) fabric to 
protect against airborne glass dust 
generated by the cutting procedure. 
Use of an appropriate. property fitted 
NIOSH/MSHA approved respirator is 
reco:n:nended. Consult product label 
for :nore information. 

First aid 
In case of skin contact, wash with 
soap and water. For eye contact flush 
immediately with plenty of water for 
at least 15 minutes. Contact a 
physician. For respiratory problems 
transport victim to fresh air. Rem<J-.!e 
contaminated clothing and wash 
before re-use. 

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN 
FOR INDUSTRIAL USE ONLY 

Slkt Canada In,. Ontario Albtr1a www.slkacanada.com 
601. aven.1e Oehrar 970 Verbena Road 18131-114" A,~nuaNW ISO 9001 ·94 
Pointe-Clare. oc H9R 4A9 ~tssiSsaUOJ. 011 LST 1T6 Ed11ontoo. AB T5S 1TB ISO 14001 ·96 ISO 9002-U 

rn · 1514)697·2610 Tel (9051 795-3177 Tel.. (,80) 486-6111 r,,or.nRr ~L EOI.IOMTOM 

FJX (5141697·3087 Fax: i905) 795-3192 Fu: (7&l) 483-1580 
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Description 
S1lradur 30 is a two-component. 
100% solids :noistu re-tolerant, high 
modulus, high strength. structural 
epoxy PilSte adhesive. Meets ASTM 
CBS 1 and AASHTO M-235 
requ ire:nents. 

Where to use 
• Adhesive tor bonding external 

reintorce:nent to concrete, :nasonry. 
steel, wood. stone. etc. 

• Structural bonding of composite 
la:nin.ites (Sib CarboOur CFRP) to 
concrete. 

• Structural bonding of steel plates to 
concrete. 

• Suitable for use in vertical and 
overhead configurations. 

•Multi-purpose.high strength. 
structural epoxy PJSte adhesive. 

• As a binder for epoxy mortar 
repairs. 

Advantages 
• Long pot life and open time 
• Moisture tolerant before. during and 

after cure. 
• High-:nodu!us. high-strength. 

structural paste adhesive. 
• Excellent adhesion to concrete, 

masonry, metals, wood and most 
structural :naterials. 

• Fully comJ)iltible and excellent 
adhesion to Sib CarboOur CFRP 
co:nposite laminates. 

• Paste consistency ideal for vertical 
and overhead applications. 

• High temperature resistance 
• High creep resistance under 

permanent loads. 
• High abrasion and shock 

resistances. 
• Convenient easy mix ratio A:B .. 3:1 

by weight. 

Sikadur® 30 
High-Modulus, High-Strength. Structural Epoxy Paste Adhesive 
for use with Sika CarboDur Reinforcement System 

TECHNICAL DATA 

Packaglno 10kQ ulit 

COiour CoowtenlA V..1lle 

COOWlenlB Back 
Co!tllonents A+B LjftGrey 

Yield 

T)'I)& or IJ:lmln:1te Sik:ldur 30 
kg I Unear metre 

S512,'H514 0.30 
S612/S614/l,1614 0.36 

S812 0.48 

S914""914 0.54 

S1012 0.60 

S1212'"312141tl1214 0.72 

$1512 0.00 
WletJls lm.'d ooa 3 nnncmid tl'idun;.s ID1 ~mt~ ln\l ~11,atbl the pl.Tie. lWQllllCSS ct 
~:lie~ wdl~ Llnwme aoss~. l.cW ~ ol ll!ffll.~ v.ll llel1 oo hiJhet. 

Shelf Ute 2 )""" In oojnal. UIIO{lellOO pack.lQlnQ. S\n di)' al s~ · 32"C. 
CotXWon P1)<b:t lo 15' • 24'C b:tae using. 

Mixing R4Uo A:B = 3:1 17i \,etglt and by \,:t.me 

PROPERTIES (23"C AND 50% R.H.) 

Density 

Pol Ute AR:tox. 70 mil 

Tensile Properties ASTN 0638 

7days T~Stenath 24.S MPa 

Bonoatoo at breek 1% 

Mallkls or ebstldtJ 4.5 GPa 

Rexural Properties ASTM 0790 

14 days Mcdlm or rupua 46.8 MPa 

Ta!VJ ent ITllJckjus or 
elastidly In benditg 11.7 GPa 

Shear Strenglh ASTN 0732 

14 da)'S 24.81.!Pa 

Bond Strenoth ASTM C882 

HMlened COIICfa3 to hlldenoo coocrete 
2days Molslcue 18.6 MPa 

2days ll"ycure 22MPa 

14 days Molst~e 21.3 MPa 

Hartlan,;d concreta to steel 

2days '-~cue 17.9 MPa 

2da)'S Orycura 20.6 MPa 

14da)'S Moist cue 17.9 MPa 

,.,mltcmlm._.• l'Jllrllh ... 10,.,.,no,Ji1r:1aidmtll6o lfflnlloll_.l'lll eol!oii~11•1J11<1111oxdbl::lta.-..1 
ca!;b\rat11baatdp<n.l°""'D< ..... l,...~dnplfd,mctm!nl,nlai,k•mb~~.'lli=CKa 
ddl:k . .,pa<ID•.lh>tt.,ca:ucimlllnh..._lllll<DIII ..,.,...._ ...... daln m:r.lllfC1""1"rttl~ld11mhl11y 
... a=." .. I pHna ...... n.t .., !rt=, 111\flJ cal <>I Ill) bp 11.bMG.t:r NIIS"1\Tl - ht cl<IIN ,-er, It.Vt 111n 
~111Pmar,1ton•11b!a:,a.r4lloll,.roC&rttliaolc1ldl.,tt'fD<blrnJ!11111dadl'Jlnnllll»ola1or4.,l.,lodl, 
Ill' '"'1"-~Gt<r111 Al rum ..... <>I .... ,ald<b:,..,.la,. lloldldlll!I' "'"' ID lllo CIIII IUtd - cl lb• krlm::,il [bb !hxt 
i.. Clo 11M1rtrca.-.:1Nl..xp,, oll>k:h r.i!IM 'Clflt4(ll 11~<1t101111Pun11t411l1> llb11<tt1d., ,.,,m.llb<n:nh.,..._ 
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T E C H N I C A L D A T A (camlnuod) 

Deflection Temperahue ASTIJ 0648 

, dJ)'$ RIM stress lva.:finiJ = 1.6 hli'a 47'C 

W,ller Al)S()rpllon ASTr,1 0570 

2~ h 

Compressi~e Sl!englh, MP,l ASTr.1 D6'.!5 

5c-c• 2J"C' 

~ h 

Sh 2~.1 

1C> h ~'3.2 
1 day 5.1 53.7 

3 d,l~~ 466 Si.2 

7 d~)'3 55.1 59.3 

1-l dtl'/$ 56.6 59.3 

2S di1)'3 56.6 59.3 

' I 1 ,h., I 11n j!,I :u1,I t,..,!l" l.11 k1np .. 1:ill1l-s irdi.:Je d. 

M odulus of Elasllcity ASTl,1 0695 

j di!)'$ 2.(;9 GPa 

• Solvent-free 
• Colour coded components to 

ensure proper :nixing control. 
• M.T.O. acceptance 

How to use 
SURFACE PREPARATION 
Surface must be clean and sound. It 
may be dry or da.np. but free of 
standing waler and frost. Remove 
dust. laitance. grease curing 
co:npounds. impregnations. waxes. 
foreign particles. disintegrated 
materials. and other bond inhibiting 
materials from the surface. Existing 
uneven surfaces must be filled with 
an appropriate repair :nortar (i.e. 
Sikadur 30 with the addition of 1 part 
sand). The concrete adhesive 
strength :n ust be verified after 
surface preparation IJ'/ rando:n pull
off testing (ACI 503R) at the 
engineer's discretion. Minimum 

32°C' 

37.9 

-IG.2 

51 

53.7 

57.2 

59.3 

61.3 

62 

tensile strength: 1.5 MPa with 
concrete substrate failure. 
Planeness ol substrate to be 
checked with a metal batten. 
Tolerance for 2 m length max. 
10 mm. or 2.5 mm for 50 cm length 
respectively. 
Concrete - Blast clean shotblast or 
use other approved mechanical 
:neans to provide an open roughened 
texture. (CSP 5) 

Steel - Sand blast to white metal 
finish. 
Timber · Blast clean or grind. After 
cleaning, re:n ove all dust from the 
surface with an industrial vacuum 
cleaner. 
Carbo Dur - Su rlace should be wiped 
clean using an appropriate cleaner. 
Using a dean white doth wipe down 
the side receiving adhesive (this side 
is not labeled) with acetone until all 
residual carbon dust is removed ( i.e. 
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the white cloth re:nains white after 
wiping the la:n inate). In the case 
where the design requi res --stacking· 
of the strips. the botto:n surface of 
the strip (labeled) should be lighll)' 
5anded (emery paper type 180) prior 
to the application ol the second strip. 

MIXING 
Pre-:nix each co:nponent. E:npty 
component B into co:nponent A pail 
or add co:n ponent B in the correct 
mix ratio to component A. Mix fo r 
3 min using a low-speed drill 
(300-450 rp:n ) to :ninimize air 
entrapment. Use a Exom ixer type 
mixing paddle (recommended 
model). During the mixing operation. 
scrape down the sides and botto:n of 
the pail with a flat or straight edge 
trowel at least once to ensure 
thorough mixing. Upon completion of 
mixing. Sikadur 30 shou Id ba 
unifom, in colour. Mi x only that 
quantity you can use within its pot 
life. 

APPLICATION 
For bonded, external reinforcement -
Apply the neat mixed Sikadur 30 onto 
the concrete with a trowel or spatula 
to a nominal thickness of 1.5 mm. 
Apply :n ixed Si kadur 30 onto the 
CarboDur laminate with a ·roof
shaped" spatula to a nominal 
thickness of 1.5 mm. Within the 
epoxy open t i:ne and depending on 
the t,rnperature, place CarboDu r 
laminate onto the concrete surface. 
Using a hard rubber roller, press the 
laminate into the epoxy resin until the 
adhesive is forced out on both sides. 
Re:nove excess adhesive. Glue line 
should not exceed 3 ~i:n . The 
laminate must not be disturbed for a 
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30 
High-Modulus, High-Strength, Structural Epoxy Paste Adhesive for use with Sika CarboDur 

a U1 Reinforcement System 

J1inrnuJ1 al 24 h The epoxy Wlll 
reach its design streng th Jller 7 dJys. 
For vertical and overhe:id palching -
Work Sik.1dur 30 with the addition of 
1 part sand into the prepared 
substrate. filling the c.wity. Strike off 
level Litts should not exceed 25 :n:n. 

CLEAN UP 
Clean all tools and equipJ1ent 
11nmed1Jtely with Sika Equip:nent 
Cleaner Wash soiled hands and skin 
thorough~· in hot. s0.1py water. Once 
lmdened. product can only be 
rea1oved .:nechanically. 

LIMITATIONS 
Minimu :n substrate and ambient 
temperature· 5°C. 
Maxi:nu:n substrate Jnd a:nbient 
temperature: 35°C. 
Do not thin: Solvents ,~i ll pre\'ent 
proper cure. 
Use oven-dried aggregate only. 
Maxi:11uJ1 glue line of neat epoxy: 
3 :nm. 
Max,:nu:n epoxy :nortJr thickness: 
25 mm per lift. 
Material is a vapour barrier alter cure. 
Minimu :n adhesive strength of 
concrete substrate: 1.5 MPa. 

Caution 
Component A · Irritant· Contains 
epoxy resins. Prolonged contact with 
skin :nJy cause irritation. Avoid eye 
contact. 
Component B · Irritant • Contains 
amines. Contact with skin :nay cause 
severe burns. Avoid eye contact. 
Avoid breathing vapours. Product is a 
strong sensitizer. Use of SJfety 
goggles, chemical-resistant gloves 
and NIOSH/MSHA organic vapour 
respirator is recommended. Avoid 

Slka canaoa Int. 

breathing vapours. Use Jdeq uate 
ventilation. Remove conra.:ninated 
clothing. Consult product Llbel for 
additional inlormtion. 

First Aid 
In CJSe of skin contact vr.ish with 
s0.1p and v1ater. For eye contact flush 
i:n:nediatety with plenty of water for 
at least 15 :ninutes. Contact a 
physician. For respiratory problems. 
transport victi:n to fresh J.ir. Remo,~ 
contaminated dothing and wash 
before re-use. 

For more infor:nation. consult Sika 
Materl1I Safety Data Sh~t. 

WEAR PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, 
GOGGLES GLOVES AND/OR 
BARRIER CREAMS 
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDRE~l 
FOR INDUSTRIAL USE ONLY 

Onlarlo 

601. a-.enue Oell1ar 
Poi1e-Clalre. QC H9R 4A9 
T,!I, . (514) 697-2610 
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Descrition 
Sik.'.ldur Hex 300 and Sikadur Hex 
306 are two-co:nponent 100% solids. 
moisture-tolerant. high strength, high 
modulus epoxies. 

Where to use 
• For use as an i:npregnating resin 

with SikaWrap structural 
strengthening syste:n. 

• Sikadur Hex 300 is used as a seal 
coat and i:npregnating resin for 
horizontal and vertical applications. 

• Sikadur Hex 306 is a thixotropic 
version of Sikadur Hex 300 used as 
an i:npregnating resin on owrhead 
applications. 

Advantages 
• Long pot life and open time 
• Easy to mix 
• Tolerant of :noisture before, during 

and after cure. 
•High-strength.high-modulus 

adhesive. 
• Excellent adhesion to concrete. 

masonry, metals. wood and most 
structural materials. 

• Fully compatible and developed 
specifically for the SikaWrap 
System. 

• High creep resistance under 
per;nanent load. 

• High abrasion and shock resistance 
•Solvent-free.voe compliant 

How to use 
SURFACE PREPARATION 
Substrate must be clean, sound, and 
free of surface ;noisture. Remove 
dust. laitance, grease. oils, curing 
co;npound. waxes, impregnations. 
foreign particles, coatings and 

Sikadur® Hex 300/306 
High-Modulus. High-Strength, Impregnating Resin 
for the SikaWrap System 

TECHNICAL DATA 

Packaging 15 L unit i4 US gal.I 

COiour 

Yield As a pliroor: 3-5 m it. depimdlng on substrate pcroslty 

As an lnl)l'egnamg r~in: 1.5 m',t 

Shelf Life 2 )'ears In orlglncll. uoo11en~ packaging. Store ell, at 5' • 32' C. 
c.oodllon prcduct to 1s~ • 24 'C before using. 

Mixing Rntio (A:B) Hex 300 Hex 306 

2.36:1 2.i7:1 

By \w!Qllt 2.90:1 3.28:1 

PROPERTIES (23•c AND 50% R.H.) 

Viscosity 

Ha.300 550cps 

Hex306 7COOcps 

Pol LUe 4h 

Tack Free 20h 

Tg 79°C arta- 48 t1/6(rc JX)SI: cure-
46~c an..r 120 h.121 <'C ix>st cue 

HDT ASTN D648 TrC 

service Temperature Range ·40"Cto6CFC 

Tensile Strengltl ASTM 0638 72.4 MPa 

Tensll& Modulus ASTM 0638 326Pa 

ElongaUon 11t Break 4.8~ 

Flexural Strengltl ASTM D790 123.4 MPa 

Flexural Modulus ASTM 0790 3.1 GPa 

disintegrated materials by ;nechanical 
:neans, i.e. sandblasting. For best 
results. substrate should be dry. 

MJXING 
Pre-;nix each component. Mix entire 
unit, do not batch. Pour contents of 
part B to part A. Mix thoroughly for 
5 .nin on low using a paddle style 
:nixer on low-speed drill 
(400-600 rp;n) until uniformly 
blended. 

APPLICATION 
As a primer - Apply mixed Sikadur 
Hex 300 epoxy at a rate of 3-5 m·/l 
to proper1y prepared substrate using 
a brush. roller or air1ess sprayer. 
As an impregnating resin - Use 
Sikadur Hex 300 for vertical and 
horizontal applications and Sikadur 
Hex 306 for overhead applications. 
Resins may be applied to fabric by 
either ;nanual or :nechanical ;neans. 

lb1mli1111lD.)CLllll411fdl<m.llK"flll111-tda-T&~ll>b,an:tr::,ill-aon4•n4 IIK'•llibpe,:d._"h.<r••••nm\,:olhlh~I 
11 Sb'~illlKlll !n;alldJ) lllll upcn.n:. Ill !ID prolllclS ota1 fRpl:ll,/ 111114. ~Dll,JJ Oil.I mfflnl md., 111nul a:.Hhon•. r.llllm lh.-a 
•Id Ila. lllfntllm.ctodlb<DC!ilSmm:daak.SllbdUll llMI ~Im sis>«A111111111u11dll!W rnMIID!ll'W nrqn1 otcmtlmt1H1l'1 
11 II 1'1111& la I Pllltab p.1~tr.m Ill'/ llatbtt mSIIQ wi ,>1 till l«qal Kbltta1tip rJut;,nw. am oo nl'II\'-' cdllcr lien lh• 
111>1m11111.ulml1sn-,110.-c.iocw,11btm1111JGlln~oll<tal.lba11~11Jh'111pt,.ollllldpaiqtii1111Al1.•aCK>n~~c1<l'"' 
llfi'""-wfll•11t'jmll)OU tllHllllma<ul 1'111111H1l1m-,.lkn,.:.&ulhh:a.,.. .. 1c, ••• , IIIO<ll\-.:'l'IIIIWIO •I tt.• l,,:lllz..,.-lral~ Sla:•-1 
kl th, p,odatl<U111Un .. l.ropa:a.cl11lrldl r.tllhi upflolmrn;ue<III .xnlx, ""'--.,,a,lm lie> lrlle~,:1 urd<1 l'l\>rakX'Dll"fh,-,:al. 
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Slkadure Hex 3001306 HigM,\oou\us, \\\q\\-~reng\\\, \minegnating Resin for the SikaWrap System 

CLEAN UP 
\lentikite area. Confine spill. Collect 
with absorbent materiJI. Dispose of 
in ,,ccordance with current. applicable 
local. state, and federal r,?<Julations. 
Uncured J1atenal can be reJioved 
with approwd solvent. Cured material 
can only be removed mectunically. 

LIMITATIONS 
Minimum and :naxi:nu:n substrate 
and ambient temperature: 10° · 38°C. 
Do not thin with solvents. 
Material is a vapour barri,Jr niter cure. 
Minimum age of concrete :nust be 
21-28 days depending on curing and 
dr~~ng conditions. 

Caution 
Component A· Irritant· Sensitizer. 
Contains epoxy resin. Can cause 
sensitization after prolonged or 
repealed contact. Skin and f!'/e 
irritant. High concentrations of 
vapour may cause respiratory 
irri tation. Avoid skin contact. Use 
only with adequate ventilation. Use of 
safety goggles and chemical resistant 
gloves is reco:nJ1ended. In case of 
exceedance of PELs. use an 
appropriate. properly fitted 
NIOSHJMSHA approved respirator. 
Re:nove conlaminated clothing. 
Consult MSDS for more detailed 
infornation. 
Component B • Corrosi\'11 • Sensitizer. 
Conlains ,mines. Contact with eyes 
or skin may cause severe burns. Can 
cause sensitization after prolonged or 
repeated contacl. Skin and eye 
irritant. 
High concenlrations of vapour :nay 
c.1use respiralory irritation. Avoid 
skin conlact. Use only with adequate 
ventilation. Use of safety goggles and 

Slka ~nada Inc. 

che:nical resistant gloves is 
rec0Jn1ended. 
In case of exceedJnce of PEls, use 
an appropri..ite NltOSH/MSH.\ 
appro'led respirator. 
Remove conta.11i11.1ted clothing. 
Consult product label for :nore 
information. 

First aid 
In case of skin contact, wash \\ith 
soap Jnd waler. For eye contact flush 
immediately with plenty of waler !or 
at least 15 minutes. Cont:lct a 
physician. For respiratory proble:ns 
transport victim lo fresh air. Remove 
conta;ninated clolhing and wash 
befors re·use. 

For more infom,ation, consul\ SikJ. 
Safety Material Data Sheet. 

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN 
FOR INDUSTRIAL USE ONLY 

Ontario 

601. J, enu,i [},)ln•a1 
Pointe-CL1i1e 0C H9R 4A9 
Tel. : 1514169i-2610 

970 \liltl>a~ l'l~lli 
Mlssis.sauga OH l&1 11t\ 
Tel. (905) 795-3177 

Fa, C51Jl 69i·3087 FJ< (905) 795-3192 
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Adverse conditions? 
Depe11d 011 PRO-POXY I 00 to pe1form 

when and where you need it. 
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PRO-POXY 100 LV 
ASTM C-881 
TYPES I, II, IV & V 
GRADE 1, CLASSES B & C 

LABORATORY TESTS 

C-881 Brookfield Vise. 

C-881 Gel Time 

C-882 Bond Strength (2 day cure) 

C-882 Bond Strength (14 day cure) 

0-570 Absorption 

0-648 Heat Deflection Temperature 

0-2588 Linear Coefficient of Shrinkage 

0-695 Compressive Strength 

0-895 Compressive Modulus 

0-638 Tensile Strength 

D-638 % Elongation at Break 

C-881 FIiier Content 

C-883 Shrinkage 

0-732 Shear Strength 

D-790 Flexural Strength 

C-884 Thermal Compatibility 

, - ASTM C-881 Type I 
2 - ASTM C-881 Type II 
4 - ASTM C-881 Type IV 
s - ASTM C-881 Type V 

RESULTS SPECIFICATIONS 

500 cps 2000cps Maximum 

SO Minutes SO Minutes,.2 .4.5 Minimum 

2.380 PSI 1.000 PSl,.4 Minimum 

s.oss PSI 1.500 PSl,2 ...,5 Minimum 

0.84% 1.0%,.2,4.5 Maximum 

50°C 49°C4,5 Minimum 

0.0043 o.oos,.us Maximum 

12.385 PSI 5.000 PSla Minimum 
8.000 PSl,.a 
10,000 PSl4 

287,588 PSI 90,000 PSl2 Minimum 
150,000 PSl,.s 
200.000 PSl4 

7,168 PSI 2.000 PSl2 Minimum 
5,000 PSI, 
6,000 PSl5 

7.000 PSl4 

2.3% ; . 1.0%,.2,4,5 Mfnimwn 

0.0% None 

Pass None 

8,500 PSI None 

8.700 PSI None 

Pass None 

OS/2JJ/97 

3101 GARDNER, KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64-120 816-231-7700 
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3101 GARDNlfDl:IW!S!\S CfTY. M(~R( 64~2(!,. 81~2~1-7700 
~ . - . ... . -~• .. _.. . . ...... ....... ·-

MAJEBIN $AFEJY DATA $HEFT 

Complies with OSHA's Haza~ .. Communfc:ation Standard, 29 CFR 1910,1200 

IQFNJIIY As Used on Label and List 
5EGDQN I 
Manufacture(s Name: UNITEX 

3101 Gardner 
Kansas City, MO 64120 

PREPARED BY: Technical Services 
5ectJao 11-Hazaroous lngceaieotsfldeottty Information· 
PRODUCT CLASS: Epoxy 

PB0:P0><Y 100 I Y 

Emergency Telephone No.: 
Telephone No.: 
Date Prepared: 

Hazardous Components (Specific Chemical Identity: Common Name(s) 

COMPQNENJ A· 
Modified Bisphenol A/Epichlorohydrin 
Base Epoxy Resin 
CAS #25068-38-6 
Aliphatic Glycidyl Ether 
CAS #2461-15-6 

OSHA PEL - ACGlH TLV 

NE 

NE 

NA 

NE 

800-424-9300 
816-231-7700 
01/30/02 

Approx% 

>83% 

<17% 

This product contains detectable amounts of the following chemical known to the State of California to cause birth 
defects/cancer or other reproductive harm: Eplchlorohydrin. 

CQMPQNENJ B· 
Trade Secret Amine Blend containing one or more of the following: 

CAS #694-83-7 NE 
CAS #68411-90-5 NE 
CAS #140-31-8 NE 
eAS #84852·15-3 . NE 
CAS#NE NE 

2,4,6- Tri(dlmethylaminomethyt)phenol 
CAS #90-72-2 NE 

NE 
NE 
NE 
NE 
NE 

NE 

>90% 

<5% 

None of the remaining components are considered a Hazardous Material or carcinogen (1910.1200 Hazard 
Communication (d) 4). 
Transportation Information: 
DOT Classification: Amines, Liquid, Conosive, n.o.s. (amlnopropyldielhanolamine) 
UN2735. Hazard aass 8, PG Ill 

SFCI)ON m -PhysicaVChernlraJ Cbaracteristic3· .. 
Boiling Point: NIE 

Vapor Pressure (mm Hg): 
Vapor Density (Air = 1 ): 

NIE 
>1 
Insoluble 

Specific Gravity: 

Melting Point 
Evaporation Rate (ETHER = 1) 

Solubility in Water. 
Appearance and Odor. A: Clear Liquid, mild odor. B: Amber liquid, strong odor. 

5ECJIQN IY - Eice aod Explosklo Hazard Pala-
Flash Point (Method Used): >20()of. 
Flammable Limits: LEL: NIA UEL: NIA 
Extinguishing Media: Foam, CO2, Water Fog 
Special Fire Fighting Procedures: None 
Unusual Fire and Explosion Hazards: None. Avoid breathing Smoke. 

SECTION Y - Beadbdbc Pata· 
Stability: Stable Conditions to Avoid: 

84 

None 

A:. 
8: 

1.12 
0.96 
NIE 
> 1 



PRO-POXY 1 oo LV 

Incompatibility (Materials to Avoid): 
Hazardous Decomposition or Byproducts: 

Strong Oxidizers. strong Bases 
CO, C02, NOX 

Hazardous Polymerization: None 

SECTION YI - HEAi TH HAZARD QATA-
Carcinogenicity: Unrelated NTP? No IARC? No 
Effects and Hazards of Overexposure (Acute and Chronic): 
Eyes: May produce initation, sensitization. 
Skin: May produce initation. sensitization. 
Inhalation: May produce initation. sensitization. 
(breathing) 
Ingestion: May produce initation, sensitization. 
(swallowing) 

Emergency and First Aid Procedures: 
Remove any contaminated clothing. 

Conditions to Avoid: 

OSHA Regulated? 

Fires when curing. 

No 

Eyes: Flush immediately with large amounts of water for at feast 15 minutes: contact physician 
Immediately. 

Skin: Remove epoxy from skin immediately with a dcy cloth or paper towel. Wash area of contact 
thoroughly with soap and water. SOLVENTS SHOULD NOT BE USED because they carry the 
irritant into the skin. 

Inhalation: ff respiratory irritation occurs. go to fresh air. Flood work area with fresh air. If irritation 
continues, seek medical attention. 

Ingestion: Not Expected. Contact medical help immediately. Untrained first aid personnel should not 
attempt to administer first aid. 

Contaminated clothing should be washed prior to re-use. 

SECTION VII - Spill or I eak Procedures· 
Steps to be taken in case material is leaked or spilled: Bind with absorbent material. 
Waste Disposal Method: Small Spill: Per local, state and federal regulations. 

SECTION YIII - Safe Handling and Lise lofoCTIJalian· 
Respiratory Protection: Respiratory protection is required when ventilation is inadequate. 

NIOSH/MSHA approved respirators should be provided and worn. All workers 
required to use respiratory protection should be trained in their proper selection, 
use and care. A written respirator program is outlined in 29 CFR 1910.134, 

Ventilation (Local Exhaust): 
Ventilation (Mechanical-General) 
Ventilation (Special): 
Ventilation (Other): 
Protective Gloves: 
Eye Protection: 
Other Protective Equipment: 
Work/Hygienic Practices: 

and is required by OSHA. 
Recommended 
Recommended 
Recommended; when local and mechanical ventilation is not adequate. 
NIE 
Recommended 
Recommended 
Recommended: splash bib with protective clothing. 
Remove and wash contaminated clothing. As with all commercial and industrial 
products, always wash hands before eating or smoking. 

SECTION IX - Special Pceraullans· 
Precautions to be taken in handling: Store in a cool, dry IQ<'.ation. Do not allow the material to freeze, as 

product may be damaged. S\oto away from sparks and open flame. 
Other Precautions: None 

Oisdaimer of Warranties: Neither manufacturer nor seller have any knowledge or control concerning the purchaser's use of the 
product. No expressed warranty is made by manufacturer or seller wiltl respect to the results of any use o f the product or container 
that the product comes In. No implied warranties lnduding, but not limited to, an implied warranty of merchantability or an implied 
warranty of fitness for a particular purpose are made with respect to the product. Neither manufacturer nor seller assume any 
liability for personal injury, loss or damage resulting from the use of the product. In the event that the product shall prove defective. 
buyer"s exclusive remedy shall be as follows: Seller or manufacturer shall, upon request of buyer, replace any quantJty of the 
product which is proved to be defective or shall. at ils option. refund the purchase price of the product upon return of the product. 
Manufacturer shall not be responsible for use of this product in a manner to infringe on any patent held by others . · 
NIA: Not Available N/E · Not Established 
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